Visual Basic I (COP 1820) Lecture Notes of Wayne Pollock

COP 1820 (Beginning Visual Basic) Lecture Notes - WP
Lecture 1 — Overview
Welcome! Introduce course and myself. Project syllabus & review it. Have
students exchange phone numbers and/or email addresses, for class notes.
Campus network sign in (Same id+pw as for HawkNet WebAdvisor, & Campus
Cruiser): FLast, initial PW: stuID. Discuss Campus Cruiser. Use
WebAdvisor/HawkNet to find Stu IDs and to obtain grades.
Discuss ―soft skills‖, professional societies (ACM, IEEE), certifications (MCPD,
MCAD, MCSD:
microsoft.com/learning/en/us/certification/mcpd.aspx).
Open lab procedures (hours, ID cards), role of Lab Technicians.
What is a computer?
A computer is a general purpose machine. (Most machines are designed to do a
single task, such as a toaster or a car jack.) Initially computers required hardware
changes to make them do different tasks. The stored program computers that we
now use do not; sequences of instructions (or ―programs‖) stored in memory make
it do various tasks. The instructions control the computer hardware, and are
known as software by way of contrast. (There is also firmware, but we can skip
that for now.)
Computers contain hardware that can read data from storage, keyboards, mice,
temperature sensors, etc., send data to storage, networks, and displays, examine,
compare, and manipulate data (e.g., add two integers, change lowercase letters to
uppercase, ...). Other hardware can be controlled by computers too, if they are
connected: robot arms, speakers, printers, telephones, cameras, etc. Such external
devices are called peripheral devices.
To understand the purpose and use of programs you need to understand the basic
hardware of a general purpose (―PC‖) computer a little (Show diagram):
 CPU The conductor or coordinator of a computer; this is the part that examines
an instructor and sends electrical signals to the other components to carry them
out. (Multi-core/SMP computers have multiple CPUs and ALUs),
 ALU Does the mat and other data manipulations and comparisons),
 I/O (communicates with peripheral devices),
 Memory (ROM, RAM, cache, others; why different types?),
 hardware clock (and battery, so you don’t need to set the time at power on),
 Bus (allows all the components to send signals to each other; actually a
computer may have many buses for different purposes, including PCI, PCI-X,
ISA (old), AGP (for graphics), SCSI, USB, etc.),
 storage (disk or optical).
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Note not all ―smarts‖ are in the CPU; some tasks are complex and can best be
handled by special hardware devoted to that task, such as graphics, audio, network,
and disk access.
A CPU/ALU, bus, and memory system are all designed to work on data of
a certain number of bits (binary digits). This number is known as the
word size. Early computers worked on 8 bits (a.k.a. a byte or an octet) at a
time. (Some earlier computers worked on smaller word sizes!) Today
most PC computers and servers have a 32 bit word size, although 64-bit is
becoming more common.
Why do computers use binary numbers?
It is a matter of cost and reliability. Some early computers weren’t digital at all,
they used analog. A number was represented by a voltage. These early computers
were not accurate at all, affect by temperature, humidity, etc. Digital computers
use a range of voltages to represent a digit, so if the voltage changes a little, it
won’t affect the value stored. Early digital computers were indeed base-10, using
10 different voltage ranges to represent the numbers zero through ten. But they
were very expensive!
It turns out that using only two digits gives very high reliability for very little cost.
So any voltage below a certain level means the digit zero and any voltage above
that means one. Because only two digits are used, the system is called binary.
Any value can be represented using either normal base-10 digits or in binary. For
example the base-10 number ―012‖ is the same as the binary number ―01010‖. A
binary digit is called a bit.
Because it is tedious for humans to read or write binary numbers other notations
are often used; the computer can translate these notations into binary for us. For
example:
10.2.135.120 = 00001010000000101000011101111000
"hello" = 0110010101101000011011000110110000001010
66CC99
= 011001101100110010011001
(The last example is hexadecimal (or hex), representing the color green in HTML.)
What is an Operating System (―OS‖)?
Early computers only supported batch processing, where a single program could
be run at a time. That one program had total control of all hardware.
An operating system changes that. When a computer is powered on a single
program, the OS, is loaded into memory and run. The OS then has total control of
all hardware. The OS in turn loads and runs programs. Early OSes ran one
program at a time, but were still more convenient than batch processing. Later
OSes developed the ability to multi-process, that is run multiple programs
simultaneously.
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Although with a single CPU, the OS can only run a single program at a
time. It fakes the appearance of multi-processing by switching rapidly
between programs, running each for a tiny fraction of a section before
switching to the next. Since CPUs can process billions of instructions per
section, a human rarely notices.
In the olden days, every application needed to know about types of hardware.
Each different make and model disk (or in today’s terms, USB disk) would
respond to different signals, and each and every bit of software had to be changed
for each type. In addition programs had no protection from one another; one
program can read or write any memory location or change any file on the system.
So an error in any one program would crash the whole system!
Any attempt to access hardware by a running program is blocked by the OS.
Instead, programs need to send a request to the OS to read or write data. The OS
thus provides security and protection.
Software doesn’t access hardware directly, but only through the OS.
Thus only the OS needs updating if the hardware changes. (The software
that gets installed in an OS to manage specific hardware is known as a
device driver.)
Note different OSes have different APIs (a.k.a. platforms, e.g., ―Windows x64‖ or
―Win32‖ or ―Linux x86‖), so when buying software must buy for the correct
platform. This is why programs written for Widows won’t run on Macintosh or
Linux: the Windows software sends messages to the OS that a non-Windows OS
won’t understand.
A platform is the combination of an operating system, CPU type, and
word size. However Intel CPUs have dominated the market for years and
most others emulate them today. This is called an ―x86‖, (or ―Pentium‖),
named after the Intel CPU integrated circuit chip model number (the first
was ―8086‖). 64 bit Intel compatible computers are called ―x64‖.
You can generally (but not always) run a 32 bit program on a 64 bit
computer, but not vice-versa.
Virtual memory (paging) is a feature found on all modern computers. Most
textbooks only show ―memory‖, but in reality memory used by a program is
divided into ―pages‖ (typically 4 kilobytes each). If some program accesses data
or instructions found on a different page, the operating system must pause the
program in order to fetch (copy) the correct page from disk. This paging can
dominate program performance and invalidates traditional assumptions about best
program design.
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What is a programming language, and what are the differences between them?
A program is a sequence of instructions for a computer system to carry out.
Before stored-program computers, you changed the program using a soldering
iron. (We’ll skip that.) Early stored program computers required you to enter in
the program in binary using switches on the computer. (Show PDP picture:
images/pdp-1120.jpg). Later paper tape and punched cards were used.
(Let’s skip these too!)
Next terminals (a keyboard and CRT screen) were invented, followed by PCs. In
all cases today, you create a program by typing in the instructions on a keyboard
and saving them in a file.
Programming is the job of determining the precise sequence of
instructions to make a computer perform some task, and typing in these
instructions and saving them in a file. Entering in the instructions is the
easy part; figuring out what instructions to use and in what order is much
harder!
Because of this, entry level software jobs are mostly handling a help desk,
testing and finding errors, and implementing a program from a design
determined by a more senior programmer. It usually takes three to five
years of training before a new programmer is trusted to design software on
their own.
A CPU only can understand machine language, the binary numbers that the
CPU interprets as instructions to fetch some data from memory into a register, add
the numbers in two registers and put the result in a third, store data in memory, or
tell a disk to copy some data into memory. And so on. All memory locations were
known by their address (a number). Here’s a sample of machine code:
c7
c7
8b
03
89

45
45
45
45
45

f0 0d 00 00 00
f4 02 00 00 00
f4
f0
f8

An early improvement to machine language was assembly language, where the
CPU instructions were given easy to use names such as LOAD, ADD, or STORE,
and the memory locations could be given easy to use names such as COUNT or
TOTAL. The assembly language is easier to read and write for humans, but a
program called an assembler must be used to translate the program into machine
language. The translation is stored in a file that can be executed (or run) by the
OS. Such a file is often called a binary file. The file containing the human
readable instructions (in this case, the assembly language instructions) is
called a source file (and the program’s human-readable instructions are called
source code or simply code).
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Here’s a sample of assembly:
DECLARE cost 0010a60e
DECLARE tax 0010a612
DECLARE total 0010a616
STORE cost, 10
STORE tax, 1
LOAD cost, R1
ADD tax, R1
STORE R1, total
In a high level language you get to ignore details of the hardware you don’t care
about, and just concentrate on the task. Unlike assembly language each statement
in a high-level language is translated into many machine language instructions.
The program that does this translation is called a compiler. Here’s a sample:
int cost = 13, tax = 2, total;
total = cost + tax;
(The C language program above is equivalent to the assembly and machine code
samples show previously; I have simplified the assembly a little.)
One advantage to using high-level languages is that the source code is portable
between different platforms, as long as you have a compiler handy that will
translate your program into the correct type of machine language.
In some cases the source code is not translated at once and the result saved
in a file. Instead the source code is read and translated one statement at a
time, each time you want to run the program. The translator that does this
is called an interpreter not a compiler. An interpreted program takes
longer to run than a compiled one, but is faster to develop since any errors
are displayed as you enter the program, and compiling can take many
seconds, to minutes or hours for large programs. Also if you use an
interpreter you must give the customer the source code, which can be
valuable to your company.
Computers are fast enough today to use both methods. As you enter in a
program it is interpreted to detect any errors, and when done the program
gets compiled so it can run quickly.
Early programming languages viewed software as a mathematical expression to be
solved. (This is where the term function comes from.) While a human is smarter
about solving formulas the computer is so much faster that even if it computes in a
―dumb‖ way, it will be faster than a human.
As early as the 1950s computers were doing other, non-mathematical tasks. These
languages viewed software as a sequence of statements that told the CPU what to
do.
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What is structured programming (and structured design)?
As computer hardware became more capable (and affordable) people wanted it to
do more. By the 1960s the programs became so long (millions of statements each)
no mere human could understand them. Naturally software had many errors, or
―bugs‖, and finding them was difficult, costly, and unpleasant. Developers were
afraid to try to add new features to software for fear of breaking it!
The cost of software is 20% for the design and initial development, and
80% for the maintenance over its lifetime. (Software has a lifetime
because after a certain point it is not cost-effective to add new features.)
Software developers embraced a new style of software (which required newer
computer languages) known as structured programming. One idea of structured
programming was to design programs in a ―top-down‖ manner: first you design a
―big picture‖ view of the program, a series of modules that would do a sub-task
each, and could be combined into one large program. This initial design was
lacking in all details. Later programmers work on the individual modules. Since
each module was mostly independent of the others work could be done in parallel
by teams of programmers. Each module could be tested and ―debugged‖
independently too.
The structured design could be tricky. To vague and you leave too much
work for the module designers. Too detailed makes the design inflexible
so you can’t modified it later easily. Here’s an example of a too-vague
design I call the universal program: (1) read data, (2) computer answers,
(3) display results.
What is object-oriented programming (and object-oriented design)?
Structured programs have modules focused on actions (verbs). While this is fine
for some problems, most software designs are hard to express as a series of actions
or tasks. Many software projects failed simply because the best design methods
weren’t up to the task; the projects would take longer (years) and cost more than it
would be worth once it was delivered. (And even then the costs of maintenance
would be very high.)
In the 1980s and 1990s a new style of programming and design was developed,
based on the idea of making the modules focus on things (nouns) not actions
(verbs). The modules are called objects. Most objects represent real-world things,
events, and concepts. There are date objects, time objects, paycheck objects,
calendar event objects, invoice objects, student and instructor objects, fire alarm
objects, etc. Some objects don’t represent anything but themselves: button and
other GUI objects, audio and video clip objects, data record objects, etc.
Objects have properties (also called attributes, fields, instance variables, and other
names). Each property has a name and a value. For example a student object
might have properties with names such as ―Name‖, ―ID number‖, ―Home address‖,
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―Date enrolled‖, ―Transcript‖, etc. (Notice how some properties can also be
objects!) A button object on a GUI display might have properties of height, width,
position, color, caption, font, etc.
Objects also have actions, or behaviors. A fire alarm object might have actions of
―turn on‖, ―turn off‖.
Many OOP languages use similar syntax: object.method() to invoked
method on some object, and object.property to get or set the value of
object’s property.
A typical program may have many objects (dozens to thousands). Many objects
are similar; how many ―menu‖ objects do you see on a web browser? All similar
objects have the same set of properties and actions; they just have different values
for them. All similar objects are of the same class. (E.g., class button, class
Student, class Bicycle, ...)
In the object oriented design method (OOD) the software developer decides
what objects are needed, with what properties and actions. In object oriented
programming (OOP) you write programs containing object descriptions, or
classes.
One benefit of OOP is that you can often reuse existing classes. For example there
is no need to create a class for GUI menus. When you do need to create your own
class, you need to define the properties and actions. The individual actions are
designed using structured programming (which works very well for actions).
The classes whose objects represent real-world things are called
abstractions. Real world objects have a nearly infinite number of
properties. But for a given program only some of them are important. Do
―Person‖ objects need to represent a person’s height, weight, or shoe size?
Not for an HCC student registration system but maybe for a doctor’s
patient system. This abstraction process is one reason why you can’t find
a Person class pre-built you can use; a general Person class suitable to
many different applications would have too many properties and actions
to be used easily.
Once all the classes are done, a small amount of initialization code creates all the
objects from the classes. For example you might create three Button objects from
the class Button, each at a different position on the screen, with a different caption,
and each can do a different action when clicked on.) Now the program simply
waits for the user to click or type something, or for data to arrive (say stock quotes
from the Internet). These events trigger some object’s action, which might invoke
other objects’ actions.
The benefits of OOD/OOP are huge and today all large software projects are
designed and written this way. Some of the benefits include the reuse of classes,
the ability to take an existing class (such as a class representing people) and
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specialize them easily (to represent a student). Classes are much more independent
than task-based modules, so bugs tend to be localized to a single object and are
more easily found and fixed. it is easier to reuse a class for other programs when
they represent things. Updates and enhancements can be made to individual
classes without affecting the rest of the software.
One problem for students is that trivial tasks are harder with OOP; you don’t really
see the benefit until you work on larger projects. But what teacher will assign their
students a 100,000 line program for homework? You will just have to trust me!
Don’t be tempted to design and program in a sloppy way (and make the
program “pretty for teacher” at the last minute) just because it is easier for
the short programs you will write for class. You need to practice
programming the right way so you don’t have to unlearn bad habits later.
What does event-driven mean?
Most applications and server programs today are event driven. The basic design is
the same for all such programs: Create objects, display the UI, and do the
following forever: wait for something (an ―event‖) to happen, trigger some object’s
action.
What does client-server mean? What is web programming?
Before the Internet software was confined to a single computer. Such programs
are called stand-alone. Once networking became common it was possible to split a
program into parts: the client that has a user interface and can do some
computations, and the server that responds to requests from (authorized) clients for
data and services. A single server can handle requests from many clients. For
example an airline reservation system uses a server to book reservations on flights;
the client software is available at travel agencies. Stock brokers use client software
to buy and sell stocks, using a server that tracks the number of shares available and
their price. Salesmen use client software on laptops to place orders. and so on.
The amount of work done by the client and server can vary with the design. A thin
client is just a user interface; all the processing is done on the server. A thick
client has a user interface and does most or all of the processing; the server just
provides information from a database. Thick clients allow many clients to run
processor-intensive applications, since each client runs on a different computer.
But think clients must be distributed (―deployed‖) to the customers, and updated
regularly. Using a thin client keeps most of the code on the server, away from
your competitors, safe from viruses, and (for web programs) no deployment is
needed. For some applications a thin client can run just as fast as a thick one. To
increase the capacity a company can use a cluster of application servers. (That’s
what Google, Amazon, E-Bay, etc. all do!)
Web browsers make possible really thin clients. The user interface is just a web
page form. When the user clicks the submit button, the data on the web page is
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sent to a web server(via the HTTP or HTTPS protocol), which does one thing or
another depending on the design. Each task handed by the server has a unique
URL. (For example, https://FlyByNightAir.com/bookflight or
paypal.com/billcustomer) Such web applications (―web programming‖) works
very well since no client code ever needs to be shipped to customers; all the code is
on the company’s web server (both the client web pages and the server part of the
program).
Web programming has caused a rapid evolution in the web: HTML 5, Flash, PHP
(or ASP). Web browsers are now very complex (and sadly, buggy)
Why use Visual Basic .net as a high level language?
While it is true that hundreds of high-level languages have been developed over the
years, only a few have see wide acceptance. Most are procedural languages.
Some early languages still in use today include:
 COBOL
- Designed for business applications in the 1950s and adapted
by financial institutions. While COBOL is an ugly language, there is such a
large investment in it, and so much of it out there, that it doesn’t make sense
to scrape the software. The programs are hideous to update, which is why
COBOL programmers get paid a lot.
 Fortran
- Designed for scientific computing (number crunching), it is
still used on super-computers.
 BASIC
- Designed in the 1960s as an interpreted language to teach
programming.
 Pascal
- Designed in the 1970s by a professor to teach a more modern
style of programming than BASIC supports (―structured programming‖), it
was so popular that nearly every college used it exclusively. This lead to an
unfortunate ―four-year effect‖: students graduated only knowing Pascal and
tried to use it for real-world software. (The Mac OS 1.0 was written in
Pascal.) The language is not suitable for that, but it inspired many other
languages.
 Ada - Designed by a committee, Ada was mandated by the U.S. DoD.
Before Ada the military computer systems were a large collection of
programs written in a hodge-podge of languages, making it difficult to hire
programmers, or to have different systems communicate. Ada didn’t catch
on, as it was not easy to write useful programs.
 C
- Developed in the late 1960’s it remains one of the most popular
languages to this day. Designed to support ―structured programming‖ like
Pascal but included the features needed to write compact, efficient code.
Most system programming is done in C (that is, Unix, Mac OS, Windows,
Oracle, and compilers such as Visual Basic .net).
 C++ - Developed in the 1980s to add ―object orientation‖ to C. Whatever
system’s programming isn’t done in C is almost always done in C++ today,
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especially in the gaming industry. Embedded systems (such as the computer
in an ATM machine, an airplane, an industrial robot, or the smart cash
registers used at McDonald’s) also use C or C++. (The name comes from an
operator in the C language; ―++‖ means to increment.)
 Visual Basic
- Developed to create applications for Windows
platforms. Before ―VB‖, creating GUI applications was very difficult
especially for Windows platforms. VB is not the same as BASIC; like most
modern languages it was inspired by Pascal’s structured programming, and
later was modified to support OOP. VB also includes an integrated
development environment (or ―IDE‖) called Visual Studio that allows you
to develop GUI programs using a WYSIWYG interface, allowing for very
rapid application development (or RAD). (The commercial version of
Visual Studio can also be used to develop C# and other types of programs
too; there is a free version just for VB.) The language includes a very large
library of objects (sometimes VB programmers call these ―controls‖).
Although applications can be created in other languages, and VB has a lot of
historical ―baggage‖, it remains very popular.
Visual Basic is also the language used to write macros for
Word, Excel, and other applications.
 Java - Developed in the 1990s by Sun Microsystems (now Oracle) to
develop a ―better‖ C++, suitable for non-systems programming. Unlike all
the above languages, Java included statements for creating graphic user
interfaces (GUI), for networking, and many other features not found in other
languages. Java also supports a ―write once, run anywhere‖ approach.
A Java source program is compiled into machine code for a
non-existent platform! This is a ―virtual machine‖, and the
compiled program is called ―byte code‖. Every platform that
supports Java must include a ―Java Runtime Environment‖ or
JRE, which includes an interpreter for byte code to machine
code (the Java Virtual Machine or JVM) and a large standard
library of pre-written program fragments you can use.
Today Java dominates the market for server programs. And except for the
iPhone from Apple, Java is the language used to develop ―apps‖ for cell
phones, blackberries, and PDAs. (The iPhone uses a variant of C for its
apps.) Java ―applets‖ can be embedded in web pages as ―active media‖,
although today Adobe’s ―flash‖ is more common.
 Visual Basic .net - VB.net is an updated version of Visual Basic that takes
advantage of Microsoft’s ―.net‖ framework (discussed below). The .net
framework supports web services (web programming), not just for web
browsers running on a traditional PC, but also web programming for cell
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phones, PDA’s, netbooks, and other devices. The VB.net program can
create the proper HTML for you, no matter what the client. Without the
.net, platform, client-server programs in old VB were hard to write.
 C# - Microsoft’s answer to Java. It is a recent language and takes
advantage of the lessons learned with C++ and Java to create a ―better‖
language for programmers than Visual Basic, at the same time retaining the
rapid development possible with Visual Studio IDE. C# use the ―.net‖
runtime (discussed below).
 HTML
- This is not a programming language like the others listed here.
It has no imperative statements: you can’t write HTML code that does
something. There are no variables, data, math, loops, etc. in HTML. Once
problem with creating web pages manually is that while they might look fine
on a big monitor they might look awful on a tiny cell phone screen. Modern
HTML really includes other programming languages such as JavaScript and
CSS.
What is ―.net‖?
The .net framework is not just for VB. It is similar in nature to java’s JRE. .net
includes a virtual machine and class library called the common language
runtime (or CLR). The virtual machine includes an interpreter for Microsoft
Intermediate Language (or MSIL, analogous to Java’s byte-code). All .net
languages including VB and C# compile the source code into MSIL. This
allows a single program to have different modules written using different
languages; all get compiled into MSIL. The CLR also includes the .net
framework class library (or FCL). In an unusual move for Microsoft they have
published the specifications for the CLR and MSIL (the common language
specification, or CLS). This has enabled .net frameworks to be written for nonwindows platforms! Already there is an open source .net framework available
for Linux called ―mono‖.
A .net program need not be interpreted. It can be compiled to machine
code for some platform. Of course if you do that, the program won’t run
on other platforms (you’d need to compile it for each platform you want
to support), but then doesn’t need the .net framework installed.
The .net framework has many other features (again, similar to the JRE) that
support server-side programming support, multi-threaded support, memory
management, and various security features that together simply programs.
Before you can develop and run your own VB.net programs, you must install
the .net framework. Actually there are a couple of different versions of .net;
you may need to install an older one as well as a newer one, to support older
applications that require it.
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Summary
 Professional societies and certification programs can help you find jobs by
improving your qualifications, and help with careers (planning, skill
updating, etc). Some well known professional societies include the ACM
and the IEEE. Microsoft defines certifications such as MCPD.
 A computer is a machine that uses software (programs) to define the tasks it
will do. Computers are composed of CPUs, ALUs, Memory, storage and
other peripheral devices, connected via buses. Computers have a word size;
today 32 bit computers are common.
 Binary numbers are used to provide high reliability for low cost, but are
harder for humans to use directly.
 A single program called the operating system (OS) controls the hardware.
All other programs are run under the control of the OS, and don’t access
hardware directly. An OS provides other features such as security and
multi-processing.
 Programs must be written for a particular OS and CPU type (a platform).
 A programmer determines the exact sequence of instructions to make a
computer perform some task. The set of instructions forms a program.
 Programs can be written in different languages. The CPU only understands
machine language. Any programs written in other languages must be
translated into machine language before they can be executed. Other
languages include assembly and high-level languages.
 A program written in a high-level language is called source code. It is
translated by a compiler or interpreter. A file containing machine code is
called a binary.
 Structured programming breaks up large programs into smaller modules,
each focused on some task.
 Object oriented programming breaks of large programs into smaller
modules, each focused on some ―thing‖. The modules are called objects.
 Objects have properties and actions. Similar objects belong to the same
class.
 OO software design means to decide on the objects you will need for some
program. OO programming means to write (or reuse) classes for the
different types of objects needed.
 A (usually short) initialization action creates all the required objects from the
classes, sets their properties and actions. Then the program just waits for
events to occur, and runs the statements for the associated actions.
 Client server programming splits a program into two parts. The client-side
program has the user interface and makes requests to the server-side
program. With thin clients most of the processing is done server-side. With
thick clients most of the processing is done client-side.
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 With web programming each task performed on the server-side has its own
URL. Clients use HTTP to pass data to and from the server and to request
services.
 Some popular computer languages (out of the hundreds that have been
developed) include COBOL, Fortran, BASIC, Pascal, Ada, C, Visual Basic
(―VB‖), C++, Java, VB.net, and C#. HTML is not really a computer
programming language.
 Microsoft provides the ―visual studio‖ IDE (integrated development
environment) for creating VB.net programs (and other Microsoft languages
too, if you pay for the full IDE).
 The .net framework include the CLR (common language runtime). The
CLR contains the virtual machine interpreter for MSIL (Microsoft
intermediate language) and the FCL (framework class library). .net is
designed to support client-server programming, including web services for
different types of devices (PCs, cell phones, etc.)
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Lecture 2 — Using the Visual Basic IDE (integrated development environment)
Obtaining and installing Visual Basic and .net
You can install Visual Studio (―VS‖) 2008 Pro (includes support for other
languages than just VB), but it costs money to get it directly from Microsoft. You
can download a trial version (expires after 90 days), or the ―Express‖ edition for
free, which only supports Visual Basic .net.
HCC does make VS 2008 Pro available to students for no charge. You must ask a
lab tech to ―check out‖ an installer CD, which you must return in a week.
The ―.net‖ framework may require a separate update of Windows. There is more
than one version of .net available (older .net applications still need the older .net
framework). It pays to install whatever Microsoft Windows Update recommends.
Using Visual Studio 2008
After starting the IDE you need to create a new project. All the files for a project
are kept in one folder. A VB application consists of many files. When done with
the project a single .exe file is available to distribute and use.
Actually with VB, the various forms and code are grouped into projects,
but an entire application can be composed of multiple projects (of
different types). Microsoft calls the entire application a solution. In
general you only use one project per solution, so the terms project and
solution are often used interchangeably.
Only some of the project files are plain text files (Unicode). Others are XML files
(still readable with a text editor) or pure binary (e.g., the ―.suo‖ file). The two
most important files are the ―.vb‖ files (contains the ―form‖ code, your actual VB
program instructions; there is one of these per form) and the ―.resx‖ XML files
(contains data used: graphics, audio, constant numbers and text strings). The
binary ―.suo‖ file and text ―.vbproj.user‖ files contain the options and
setting for your project. The ―.sln‖ (with an ―el‖) file connects all the projects
for that solution (and some settings). Other files may be created as well.
There are different types of projects. Each is really a skeleton or template to
help you get started. A Windows Application project will include a form to start
with, launch you in the visual designer, and the compiler will include the GUI
libraries automatically. (You can add addition forms from the Project menu.) A
Console application (for instance) won’t do that; you would just edit a single .vb
file.
VS provides an easy user interface to work with, called the Form Designer. There
is plenty of help available, and your textbook shows you all the features. You
should explore the IDE to see what might be useful. The IDE contains the form
designer, an editor to modify form code, a compiler, a debugger and object
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browser (used to troubleshoot a faulty project) and a help facility. (Extensive help
is available as a separate MSDN library download, or on-line at
msdn.microsoft.com.)
As you add controls and adjust (―tweak‖) their properties using the form
designer, VS writes the VB.net code for creating the controls and
assigning properties, in a file named projectName.Designer.vb. (Show
Form1 before and after demo of that file, in class resources. Point out that
―adding a control‖ means creating a new object of some sort.)
Each window of your application is called a “form”. You can create a new
form then add stuff to it. The stuff you add, such as buttons, icons, etc. are called
―controls‖ (a.k.a. ―widgets‖ or ―components‖)
There is a palette of controls you can use to select one and add it to some form.
Controls range from simple ones such as a label or button, to complex controls
such as a table connected to a database query. Some controls are invisible (but
show in the form designer). You can show/hide/pin this palette.
Microsoft provides some add-on palette controls (Power Pack 3.0). You
will download an installer for these. (Make sure Visual Studio is not
running when installing.)
When you click on anything (the form itself or any control), the “properties”
window shows you all the properties for the selected control. You can adjust
any property from here (although some properties are more easily changed in other
ways).
One important property of any control is its name. By default VS will assign a
new control a name such as ―Button1‖, ―Button2‖, etc. You use the names
when you write instructions (such as, show control Label1 with this updated
contents). You should always give your controls descriptive names!
You can set a property of the form itself by clicking on the form (not on a
control). Try centering the form on the screen.
In addition to a name, many controls display some text when visible on a form (for
instance, the caption of a button). This property is called ―text‖ for most controls.
It is easy to confuse the Text and Name properties!
Procedures
A procedure is a group of statements given some name. You can call or invoke a
procedure at any point using the name. Controls and other objects all have one or
more procedures (known as methods) you can use like this:
or:
or:
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Some examples might be:
PrintForm1.Print
PrintForm1.Print()
MessageBox.show("Hello, World!")
VS will display a list of procedures in a tool-tip when you type in the period after
the name of a control. Procedures are discussed later in the course, but note that all
code (sequences of statements) is always contained in procedures. So when you
write a program, you create one or more procedures.
Writing a VB.net program using Visual Studio
The first step is to design your application. Exactly what do you want it to do?
You can’t start writing code until you have a design in place. (In the real world,
changing your mind at this ―design time‖ is 10 times cheaper than changing your
mind later!)
For a GUI application you should make a rough sketch of each window (form) and
what should go in it (controls). Describe what happens when a user does
something. Each such possibility is called a use case or usage scenario. These
should be run past the customer to make sure you and they have the same things in
mind.
Next you create the user interface part of the application: create each of the forms,
add each control, place them correctly, and adjust their properties to match your
design.
At this point you have a non-functional GUI. You can show this to the
customer to get feedback.
Finally you add the instructions that make your user interface do stuff when a
person clicks or types. This should be done is small steps, with a test of the
application between each step. Once the code you’ve written so far is correct, add
the next part. Adding code in small steps and testing between each step, makes
finding errors much easier.
Discuss the differences between design time and run time.
(Build the ―Hello, World!‖ project from the text. Note that when done, select
―Build projectName‖ from the Build menu creates the .exe file.) Steps:
1. Design the project. (Show final result of hello.exe.)
2. Create new project from the file menu, selecting a VB-->windows project type,
and using the ―Windows form application‖ template. Enter a name for your
project (―HelloWorld‖ or ―MyFirstProject‖ or whatever). This should create
the new project with initial contents from the template (an empty form). Notice
the default form name.
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3. Resize the form (show) until the size looks okay. You can use the properties
window to change other properties of your form: title, name, background color,
position on the screen (centered is good), etc.
4. Now you need to add some controls. Click on the toolbox to expand the
palette; if your screen is wide enough you can ―pin‖ the palette so it always
shows. Notices how the controls are grouped into categories. You can
show/hide the controls for any category.
5. Add the required (seven of them in this case) controls one at a time. For each
one, position it where you want and then change the properties. Be sure to give
each control a good name! Notice how the form designer helps you align your
controls easily.
6. Once the controls are all added and positioned and sized, you can lock the
controls in place. This is useful as you will still need to adjust properties and
add code, and it is easy to accidentally move a control from where you carefully
positioned it. Once controls are locked they can’t be moved or resized. You
can unlock them if you find you do need to make an adjustment later.
7. At this point you have a nice looking project, that does nothing! You need to
add some code so that when a button is clicked, something happens. The form
designer makes this easy: double-click on a control and VS will create the .vb
file for your form’s code, and add an empty procedure (a.k.a. method or
function) for the click event on that form’s button. All you need to do is add the
code in the right place. (Later you will learn you can create additional
procedures without using the form designer.)
8. For the buttons, the code is usually just an assignment statement. For this first
project, clicking on the language buttons simply changes the text property of the
greeting label (object.property = value). For the exit button use built-in
method close() on the current form (―Me‖). Closing the last open form ends
the program. For the print button, you first need to add a PrintForm control
(which is invisible), and adjust its properties so that it does a print preview.
Then the code for the Print button is ―PrintForm1.Print()‖.
In addition to statements (instructions) your code should include
comments, which begin with an apostrophe (single quote) and run to
the end of the line. Comments are not instructions but notes for the
programmers (including yourself) who need to read the code. Every
VB file should include a block of comments at the top describing the
project, its name, the author, the date the current version was done,
etc. Mixed in with the statements should be other comments to help
the reader understand your code (what a complex series of
statements is doing, and / or why you’re doing something in a certain
way). Don’t make the beginner mistake of adding ―pointless‖
comments (ex: ―X = 17 ' set X to 17‖).
9. Test (or ―debug‖) your project (click the start debugging button).
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10.Build the project. This step creates the HelloWorld.exe file.
Discuss programming style and why you should follow the standard style (even if
you don’t like it): because others need to read your code and their code, and using
one style makes this much easier. Also, the editor in the IDE will automatically reformat your code to match the standard VB style. This style includes how to name
things (―identifiers‖) such as variables, forms, and methods.
VB uses camel case; identifiers must start with a letter (or underscore) and consists
of letters, digits, and underscores only. (No spaces!) Identifiers should be made of
multiple words concatenated, with each word’s first letter capitalized. Also your
own identifiers can’t be the same as a reserved word such as ―Me‖, ―It‖, or ―Exit‖.
Forms, classes, and methods should have names starting with a capital, properties
and local variables should start with a lowercase letter. Generally, constants are in
all uppercase (using underscores to separate words).
Creating and Running Console Applications
A console application is a non-GUI application designed to be run from a console
window. On Windows the console is called ―MS-DOS Prompt‖ or ―Command
Prompt‖ (depends on your version).
If you run such an application by double-clicking on it, a console window will
be opened for your application. When finished the window will close. That
makes it tough to see the results of your program! It is best to run these by typing
the name of the application, in an already open console window. Then the window
remains even after your program terminates.
To run a console application from the Visual Studio debugger, a console
window will be created as if you had double-clicked on the application. Some
versions of VS have an option to keep that window open even after the application
exits, but the common technique to use is to add a line at the end to read the next
keypress from the user. In this way the window is kept open until the user
hits any key.
If a GUI application ―gets stuck‖ (locks up so it won’t continue or quit) you can
terminate it by closing the window. For console applications, type control+C in
the console window to cancel (or “abort”) the application.
A console application runs a procedure called “Main”. As usual all procedures
must be inside of a class or module. For a non-GUI console application usually
you just have one or more modules. The project properties specify the name of the
module containing Main.
(See ConsoleAppDemo in class resources.)
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Types of Errors:
 Syntax error:
When your code doesn’t form a legal program. For
example ―x + 2 = 3.close()‖ means nothing. Usually the compiler
can spot syntax errors.
 Logic error:
When your code does form a legal program but doesn’t
do what you want or expect. For example ―Total = Cost - Tax‖ is a
valid program, but is probably not what you wanted the program to do! This
is the hard sort of error to find and fix, since the program compiles and may
even run just fine, with some test data. (If you test the program with tax set
to zero, you may not notice the error).
 Runtime error: When the system tries to use some resource that isn’t
available. Examples include trying to write a file to a disk that is full, or
read only, or has been ejected; trying to use more memory than is available;
trying to use a printer that isn’t turned on, Trying to convert user input (of
say ―help‖) to a number, or trying to divide an integer by zero.
Usually there isn’t much you can do about runtime errors, except to detect
them and try to ―fail gracefully‖. That means no blue screen of death
(BSoD), aborted programs with no message to the user, etc. For some
runtime errors recovery is possible, and you can pop-up a dialog box to the
user with an appropriate message.
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Lecture 3 — Using Controls and Common Properties
In order to learn VB programming with more interesting examples, first we will
learn some more complex controls. (In the next section we will start learning the
nitty-gritty details of programming.) At this point you have learned the basics of
using forms, buttons, labels, and the PrintForm control. Now we will discuss more
details on controls and also learn some additional controls.
Working with code
When adding code to your project, keep in mind these points:
 Always add comments first. Never put it off. If you must interrupt your
work, the comments will help you understand what you’ve done and what must
be done. Follow the textbook guidelines on adding comments to the top of the
project (.vb) file(s).
Comments in VB.net start with a single-quote (―'‖) or ―REM‖, and
run to the end of the line. There are no multi-line comments.
 Only write a small amount of code before testing your work. If you don’t
test until after you have added dozens of procedures (and hundreds of lines) and
something doesn’t work, you will have a very hard time finding the problem!
 Save often! Usually I save my project just after each successful test.
 VB statements can have extra space between words and symbols, and be
continued over several lines. This is useful since very long lines are hard to
read and work with. To continue one statement onto the next line, end the
current line with a space and an underscore (“_”). Don’t try to split a word
or number (or quoted string literal) in the middle this way.
 Strings of text can be concatenated with “&”. This feature is useful to build
up a single string from several pieces, or if a string literal is too long to fit
comfortably on a single line:
cost & " + " & tax & " = " & total
SomeLbl.Text = "here is a very long message" _
& " that was split over two lines"
You can also concatenate strings with numbers this way.
You can use ―+‖ to concatenate strings, but with code such as
―"2+2=" + 4‖, VB converts the string to a number and fails.)
Focus and Tab Order
At any given time when running your application, one control can have the focus.
The control with the focus receives text and mouse clicks (that is, this control
generates user events). You can usually tell which control has the focus; on
Windows this control gets a faint outline. For text input controls you will also see
a blinking insertion point (cursor).
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Generally only user input controls can get the focus. You can click on a control to
give it the focus but there is another way. Using the tab key moves the focus from
one control to the next. Shift-tab moves the focus back.
There is a natural order of components (the order they were added to the form).
Using tab cycles through all the (enabled) input controls (that is, not label or lines)
in this order. (Hitting tab when the last control has the focus moves the focus back
to the first control.) However you can set the order by changing the TabIndex
property. A zero value means to use the natural order.
If multiple controls have the same TabIndex value, all those controls are
cycled through before proceeding to the control with the next higher
value. However the controls with the same TabIndex value may not cycle
in the natural order! So avoid this situation.
RadioButton controls work differently with the tab cycle; See below for details.
Controls can be assigned access keys, (or hotkeys), to make it easy to move the
focus without using the mouse. On Windows the access key is used with the alt
key. If the character to be used is part of the control’s label (a very good idea) then
it will be shown as underlined. To add an access key, insert “&” in front of the
character in the control’s text property. Note on some versions of windows, the
access keys only show when you hit (or hold down) the ALT key.
Some controls don’t display any text (like TextBoxes or PictureBoxes).
To assign an access key to these, you assign the access key to some Label.
Labels can’t get the focus, so what happens when you use the access key?
the next control in the tab cycle will get the focus. So, assign a Label (say
―Enter &Name:‖ a TabIndex value (say ―3‖) and the TextBox for name a
TabIndex value of one higher (―4‖ in this case).
Only user input controls can ever get the focus; Label controls for example
never can. Such a control is focusable. However only controls that have a
TabStop property set to true can get the focus using the Tab key.
Focusable (user input) controls can be disabled by setting their Enabled property.
All controls are enabled by default. Disabled controls are not focusable, and in
fact will appear ―grayed-out‖. However your code can still change a disabled
control’s properties.
You can completely hide any control by setting its Visible property to false. Note
only visible controls are focusable.
You can manually (we say ―programmatically‖) put the focus on any control that is
focusable using the control.Focus() method.
One problem is that if a RadioButton group (any button in the group) has
the lowest TabIndex value, it will be automatically selected. Usually this
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means you must initialize the other parts of your program to match the
selected choice.
One way to avoid this is to have some other control have the lowest
TabIndex value. If there’s no good choice, a ―trick‖ (we call these
―hacks‖ between ourselves, and ―techniques‖ to our bosses) is to add a
button with the lowest TabIndex value. Make the button have a zero
width so it doesn’t show; VB still thinks it is visible so it will get the
initial focus. To prevent it from appearing in the tab cycle you must
change the TabStop (or Enabled or Visible) property to False, as soon as
the user moves the focus away the first time. this can be done by catching
the LostFocus event like this:
Private Sub Button1_LostFocus(ByVal sender As Object, _
ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles Button1.LostFocus
Button1.TabStop = False
End Sub
User Input Controls
To allow a user to provide text input a TextBox control is used. By default this
allows a single line of (any) text to be entered. When a TextBox has the focus you
can cut, copy, and paste using ^X, ^C, and ^V.
The user can type in more text than can show; you can set the width of the box
(Size, in pixels) as well as a maximum amount of text it can hold (MaxLength).
To see all the text when you’ve entered more than can show you can use the arrow
keys (and home and end keys too).
When there is less text than the size permits the extra space placement is controlled
by the alignment of the text, using TextAlign property and the constants
HorizontalAlignment.Left/Center/Right.
Normally a TextBox is a single line of text, but you can set the Multiline property
to true to allow any number of lines. In order for text to automatically wrap onto
the next line you also must set the WordWrap property to true. For password
entry you can set the PasswordChar to ―*‖.
As with most controls there are a number of events generated when the user
interacts with a TextBox. One of the most useful is KeyDown, which runs your
handler code for each keypress. Use this to validate user input, spell check as they
type (in a RichTextBox, you can make the last work have a wavy red underline),
display pop-up help (e.g., when they hit F1), etc. (Events will be discussed later.)
In addition to setting the Text property of a TextBox you can more easily use
TextBox.Clear() method to erase the contents. (You can set the Text to the
predefined value of String.Empty (a property Empty of the String class).
There are other methods such as SelectAll() that allow you to select some or
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all of the text in a TextBox (to highlight an error that must be changed, for
example.)
While very useful just as they are, TextBoxes include two important variants:
 A MaskedTextBox only allows input that matches the mask. So if you plan for
a textbox to hold, say, a date or phone number or zip code or order number, you
can restrict the user input easily by defining the correct Mask. This is much
simpler than the alternative of accepting any text, and then trying to check it to
make sure it is valid. There are 9 pre-defined masks for common uses, plus a
custom mask. To use a custom mask you define the format of the allowed user
input, using special characters (See Masking resource). Unlike other TextBox
controls these can’t be multi-line. The MaskedTextBox allows you to set a
prompt character, used to help the users know what to type; this is usually a
―#‖ for digits or ―X‖ to mean any characters. (You get one prompt character
per MaskedTextBox.)
MaskedTextBox controls are not as useful as you would hope. For one thing
the mask is always a fixed length. (So if you set a mask of ―##0.00‖ you
can’t enter ―21.04‖ (one digit or space short).
Note that using a mask only limits what characters can be entered.
There is nothing in a mask that allows you to limit (for example) a
―month number‖ to the range 1–12, or a value for ―minutes‖ to the
range 00–59. So you still need to validate user input! Failing to
validate user input is a common source of errors and security holes.
A MaskedTextBox can be set to be validating. This means when the user
moves the focus away from the control the system will trigger a validating
event. You can define a procedure that gets called at this point, to validate the
data and either accept it, or reject it (perhaps display a tooltip error message)
and keep the focus on this control.
In production quality applications this is rarely used. Instead you either use a
custom control that does exactly what you want, or a plain TextBox control and
intercept key press events and loss of focus events, and adjust the Text of the
Textbox as the user types (examples: add commas to numbers as you type, set
the background color to red until the password entered is strong enough).
 A RichTextBox Allows different parts of the text to have different formatting,
such as different fonts, colors, paragraph breaks, etc. By default these set
multiline and WordWrap properties to true. The formatting is done by using
rich text format (RTF) text. However setting the styles is difficult, as you need
to define a selection, then apply style rules to that selection, and repeat for each
different chunk of text. You can add buttons and menus to allow the user to
style text and create your own mini-word processor. The RTF can be saved to
or loaded from an external document. Even if dealing with plain text a
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RichTextBox allows you to search and select text, insert and delete text, and
even run spell checking.
Both TextBoxes and Labels can be used to display output to a user.
Generally a ReadOnly Textbox is preferred.
CheckBox controls are used when there is a set of options, each independent of the
others, that can be on or off.
RadioButtons work differently that CheckBox or other Buttons. RadioButtons
always come in a group. Only one RadioButton in a group is allowed to be
selected; selecting another in the group deselects the first one. You can
programmatically set which button in the group is selected by setting
RadioButton.Checked = True for the desired one.
All the RadioButtons on a form are part of a single group. To have multiple
groups, you need to use a GroupBox container control.
RadioButton controls in a group only have the selected button in the tab
order. (Think of the group as having the focus, not any one RadioButton.)
So you can’t use TAB to highlight the unselected RadioButtons.
However if the group has the focus you can use the arrow keys to select
other RadioButtons in that group.
Other Controls
PictureBox is an image control. The graphic or image is imported from a .gif or
other standard type of graphic file. The image should first be imported into your
project (it gets added to the .resx file), however it is possible to link the PictureBox
to a local file not part of the project too (not recommended).
You can manage the resources and other parts of any project using the
Project Designer. Choose Project-->projectName Properties. (Show.)
(Although it wasn’t mentioned earlier, you can set a background image for a form
in a similar way. The added image can be stretched/shrunk to fit the form,
centered, or tiled (added to the upper left, and repeated if there is any leftover
space showing).
GroupBox isn’t a control but a container for controls. This allows you to group
related controls in a visual way. It is especially useful to define groups of
RadioButtons.
A ToolTip is a short helpful message that appears when the user hovers the mouse
over a control. This is an invisible control (like PrintForm). You then associate
your tooltip control with some other control that you want to have the tip appear.
You only need one ToolTip control. The text that appears in the tip is a property
of the Button or other control, not the ToolTip. You only need additional ToolTip
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controls if you want different behaviors: a title, a balloon, different timeouts, fonts
or colors, etc.
A MessageBox is a ―pop-up‖ dialog window used to give the user some message,
or have them enter special data (e.g., printer options, a password, ...). These are
easy to use to display a message:
MessageBox.Show("Ouch!

Don't do that!")

There are several ―optional arguments‖ (see overloading discussed later) you can
use to control the dialog window, including:
MessageBox.Show("message")
MessageBox.Show("message", "titlebar text")
MessageBox.Show("message", "titlebar text", _
ButtonsToshow)
MessageBox.Show("message", "titlebar text", _
ButtonsToshow, IconToshow)
(There are actually 21 different types of MessageBoxes!) The default button is an
―OK‖ button, but MessageBoxButtons defines several constants for other types of
buttons. MessageBoxIcon includes about 10 constants for various icons you can
use. Here’s a more complete example:
MessageBox.Show("Error, Try again?", _
"Illegal Value", MessageBoxButtons.RetryCancel, _
MessageBoxIcon.Error)
Accept and Cancel Buttons
We’ve already discussed Buttons. But you can mark one button on the form as the
form’s accept button. If defined, hitting the enter key when typing is the same as
clicking on that button. You can also designate a button a the form’s cancel
button, invoked when the user hits the Escape key.
If you set a form’s accept button, it is not possible to type Enter into some
control (or at least, it would be very hard to do). This is a common
problem with ComboBox controls, when you want to hit enter to add a
new item to the control.
Line and Shape Controls — Visual Basic Power Packs 3.0
Microsoft make some additional controls available (for free) that are not included
with Visual Studio 2008. You can download an installer for these (link is in the
class resources section). After downloading, be sure to quit completely Visual
Studio. Then click on the installer. This may take awhile (for me, it quickly got
up to 98% done, than took several additional minutes.) When you restart VS you
will see a new group of controls in the palette. (For some reason this includes a
replacement PrintForm control.) These include basic shape controls you can add to
your project to improve its appearance.
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Lines and other shapes (ovals/circles and rectangles/squares) can generate click
events but this is only useful when you need an odd-shaped button. (Even then
you can use a PictureBox instead.) Lines and the outline of other shapes can have
various properties set, such as color, style (solid, dashed, etc.), and width (line
thickness). The inside of a shape can be transparent (so just the border shows) or
one of many fill styles. Gradients are especially visually appealing (if done well).
Finally rectangles can have rounded or sharp corners.
Smart Tags
As mentioned earlier, the properties window is not the only way to set properties
on a control. Most controls include a smart tag, a tiny icon that appears in the
Form Designer. By clicking on this icon, a list of the most commonly changed
properties appears.
Setting a Control’s Appearance and Alignment
Most controls can appear either three-dimensional, or flat. This is done by fooling
the human eye with a fancy border around the control.
To jazz up the appearance further it is common to add lines and boxes (and icons)
on your forms. You can ―fake‖ horizontal lines using a Label control but it is
better to add in the Power Pack with the additional controls to Visual Studio.
Multiple controls can be selected at once, and the group can be dragged around to
position them. The properties window will show the properties all the selected
controls have in common. This is a convenient way to (say) change the
background color or font of all the labels on a form at once.
You can align and center one or more controls, by selecting them and using the
―Format‖ menu. Or you can use View—>toolbars—>Layout, which also makes it
easy to change the tab order (TabIndex) and other tasks.
Controls have other properties you can change such as the border style, color,
background color or background image, the font used, etc. If you don’t set these
on a control the properties will be inherited from the control’s container (usually
the form itself). So, you should usually set these properties at design time on the
form before you add any controls.
Structure (Code Organization) for Visual Basic .net (not in the book)
A complex (that is, any program bigger than ―Hello, World‖) VB.net program is
composed of classes and modules. A number of classes and modules are supplied
with the FCL (Framework Class Library), but you can create and use others too.
A Module is a collection of procedures, variables, and constants.
Classes also have variables and constants (known as the class’ properties) and
procedures (known as the class’ methods). In fact each type of control such as
Label or TextBox is actually a class. When you add such a control to your project,
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you create an instance (an object) of that class. (The properties and methods for a
class are collectively called a class’ members.)
Keep in mind that classes are also objects, which is why you can use code
such as:
Color.RED
Convert.ToDouble( myNum )
instead of:
Dim myColor = new Color()
myColor.RED
Dim myConvert = new Convert()
myConvert.ToDouble( myNum )
VB.net supports different types of procedures:
 Sub procedures are a sequence of statements that do something, when invoked
(or called). (The name comes from ―subroutine‖ or maybe ―sub-program‖.)
For example, every project has some Sub procedure that is invoked when you
run the project, usually called Main.
 Function procedures are a sequence of statements that calculate something
when invoked. They are used inside of expressions and other statements.
There are also event handlers, a type of Sub procedure that gets invoked
automatically when some event occurs (such as a form loading or the user
clicking or typing). Usually the term procedure in VB.net means either
Sub or Function.
Procedures in VB.net must be either methods of a class or contained in
modules. You can also group a collection of modules and classes into a
namespace, which helps you organize your code and control the use and visibility
(scope) of things. (So for example, two programmers don’t name the same class
―Foo‖.) Namespaces can be nested and thus arranged in a hierarchy.
A VB.net program could be defined as one or more namespaces, each containing
one or more classes and/or modules, each of which contains one or more
procedures and/or variables and constants. So a .vb source code file might look
like this:
Namespace MyNameSpace
Module Module1
Dim foo As Integer = 10
Const MAX As Integer = 10
Sub Main()
Console.WriteLine("Hello, World!")
End Sub 'Main
Function Sum(ByVal num1 As Integer, ByVal num2 As Integer) _
As Integer
Return num1 + num2
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End Function 'Sum
End Module 'Module1
Module Module2
' ...
End Module 'Module2
Class Class1
Const FOO As Integer = 100
Dim Bar As Integer
Sub Sub1()
' do something such as pop up a window, read a file, ...
End Sub 'Sub1
Function Square(ByVal num As Integer) As Integer
Return num * num
End Function 'Square
End Class 'Class1
End Namespace 'MyNameSpace

Qualified Names
Variable, constant, and procedure names only have to be unique within their
module or class. Module and class names only have to be unique within their
namespace. This is because names can be qualified with their namespace and
module or class names. For example the Function Sum above has the fully
qualified name of ―MyNameSpace.Module1.Sum‖. It is only fully qualified
names that must be unique.
You can use the unqualified name from within the same module or class,
or a partially qualified name from within the same namespace. You can
also use ―Using‖ statements to avoid having to qualify names from
outside the current module or class.
By default all your modules and classes are put into an automatically created
namespace, named for the project. This is sometimes also referred to as the root
namespace. All the FCL classes and modules are in the ―System‖ namespace.
In general a VB.net project puts one class or module per source code (.vb) file.
If you look at the code for some project you’ve built, you’ll see all the code you’re
written appears in one or another Sub procedure, which are members of a class
named for the form.
Really big programs may consist of several projects designed to work
together. These collections of projects (and resources) are called
assemblies.
Overloading Procedures
Although it is true that fully qualified names must be unique, there appears to be an
exception to this rule. Procedure names are mangled by the compiler. The
resulting name includes information about the number, type, and order of any
parameters declared (this is called a parameter profile). The procedure name plus
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its parameter profile are together known as a procedure signature. It is procedure
signatures that must be unique, not procedure names. This is called procedure
overloading (you are overloading the procedure name with multiple meanings).
Many standard classes and modules in VB.net have overloaded procedures.
Only procedures can be overloaded. This concept doesn’t apply to
properties.
For example:
Public Class Form1
Function Add(ByVal num1, ByVal num2 As Integer) As
Integer
Return num1 + num2
End Function
Function Add(ByVal num1, ByVal num2, ByVal num3 As
Integer) As Integer
Return num1 + num2
End Function
Function Add(ByVal num1, ByVal num2 As Decimal) As
Decimal
Return num1 + num2
End Function
End Class
While the exact way procedure names are mangled isn’t defined, it might be
something like this for these three procedures:
Add_I_I
Add_I_I_I
Add_D_D
When you invoked a procedure in your code, the system determines which
procedure to use by matching the procedure call to the mangled names:
Add(2I, 2I)
' Add_I_I
Add(1I, 2I, 3I) ' Add_I_I_I
Add(3.5D, 3.5D) ' Add_D_D
The procedure name Add appears to be duplicated in the class.
Using Visual Studio, when entering a procedure that is overloaded, the
tool-tip that appears will show all the different procedures with that name
(look for the tiny scroll arrows). See MessageBox.Show for an
example.
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Lecture 4 — Variables, Data, and Expressions
In the first few chapters we covered how to develop a functional GUI. But our
programs up to now have been limited to simply showing or hiding text or an
image. In this section we will explore a different, more traditional aspect of
programming. We will discuss how memory works, what variables and constants
are, and how to do various calculations and conversion with numeric data.
Variables
So far we’ve only dealt with objects (―controls‖) and their properties. We have
used String literals (e.g., ―Hello, World!‖) and Boolean literals (―True‖ and
―False‖) to set some properties of these objects. But more complex programs
need to work with non-object data as well, such as numbers and Strings that are not
the properties of objects.
Consider a simple application with three TextBoxes, one named Cost, one named
Quantity, and one named TaxRate. You need to display the total cost in a Label
Total. For this you need to do some calculations on the numbers entered by the
user in the two boxes. So your code does these steps:
1. Convert Cost.Text to a number (users only enter Text; even if it looks like
a number it isn’t) and the same for Quantity.Text and TaxRate.Text.
2. Compute the total: (cost * quantity) * (1 + TaxRate)
3. Round the total to the nearest penny value.
4. Set Total.Text to that number (converting the number to a String).
Step 2 is complex (not really, but pretend it is very complex) so you can break this
calculation into some sub-steps:
subTotal = cost * quantity
taxRate = taxRate + 1.0
total = subTotal * taxRate
A person can use a pencil and paper to save the values of each calculation, and
easily find the values again when needed later. But a computer can’t do that; each
value must be stored in memory at some location. If you need that value for a later
calculation you need to know what memory location it was stored in. To make a
programmer’s life easier you can use names to refer to these locations.
Qu: what’s a variable? Ans: something that can vary or change. Each variable
has a name to indicate where in memory the value is stored, and a chunk of
memory at the location that can hold a single value. If that one value is ever
changed, the old value is gone forever. Variables also have a type, which says how
to interpret the value stored in that location.
Qu: What happens if you don’t put a value in a variable, and instead just
display it? Ans: it depends on the language used. In C you’ll get whatever
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random garbage that was in that memory location (maybe left over from some
previous program, maybe even a password). In Java, it is an error to try to view a
variable’s value before it is set to something. In other languages, variables are
automatically given a value of zero. In VB it depends on the type of the variable.
If it is a numeric type, it gets initialized to zero for you.
In VB you must declare any variables you want to use. However you don’t have to
specify a type when you declare them. The default type is ―Object‖, which really
means ―any type can be stored here‖.
Qu: Why declare the types of variables? One answer is to let the compiler
catch errors such as num * string. But there are other reasons too:
You can understand the need for types by ―looking‖ at the RAM for a variable:
00010100 00100100 00000000 00000111
What is the ―value‖ here? Without knowing the type you don’t know how to
interpret the binary values.
So why doesn’t language XYZ need to declare types? Each such variable
contains extra data that says what the type is; that must be checked on every
use. That is slow and takes more RAM! By declaring the types the compiler
can optimize the code for speed and minimize RAM use.
When the variables in a program can change from numbers to strings to URLs
and back, it is nearly impossible to ―prove‖ the program is correct. By
enforcing a single type per variable the program has inherently higher security.
Finally consider what the computer must do for ―X + Y‖; Different CPU
operations must be done depending on if the variables are 1 byte integers, 8
byte doubles, or whatever.
Your textbook has a chart showing all the types for VB.net 2008 on page 112.
However, different versions of VB and .net have some differences; See the official
chart (link in class resources). A summary of types is:





Boolean — True and False values only
Byte — holds positive integers from 0–255
SByte — Holds integers from -128 to +127
Char — Holds one UTF-16 Unicode character (―code point‖) value; these are
positive integers 0 through 65535 (unsigned). Note some special characters
require 4 bytes (or two Chars).
 Date —is 8 bytes in size, and holds a date and time (0:00:00 (midnight) on
January 1, 0001 through 11:59:59 PM on December 31, 9999), measured to the
nearest 100 nanoseconds.
 DateTime — this is a CLR object that is similar to Date. DateTime objects
have many useful methods to manipulating dates (such as adding 90 days) and
extracting parts of a Date (such as the day of the week).
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 Decimal — a signed 16-byte fixed-point numbers. The values are internally 12
byte integers, scaled by an exponent. The scaling factor specifies the number of
digits to the right of the decimal point in the range 0..28.
 Integer — a standard 4 byte signed integer, in the range -2 billion to +2 billion.
 UInteger a 4 byte unsigned integer (range: 0 to 4 billion)
 Long — an 8 byte signed integer with a much larger range than integer
 ULong — an unsigned long
 Short — a 2 byte signed integer (range: -32Ki to +32Ki)
 UShort — and unsigned short (0 to 64Ki)
 Single — a 4 byte floating point number (e.g., ―3.14‖)
 double — an 8 byte floating point number
 String — A sequence of Chars (Unicode values), no real limit on size.
 User-defined — make up your own type
One note: VB historically had its own types. The .net platform (―CLR‖)
uses similar but slightly different types (or the same type, but with a
different name) in a few cases. Normally it doesn’t matter but if mixing
code from other .net languages such as C#, or when creating data
conversion procedures, you may need to specify the CLR type names
instead of the VB names for types.
By far, the most common types to use are Integer, Double, and String. Some notes
are in order to help you chose the right data type for some variable:
 Prefer fixed-point types such as Integer over floating point types. Not
only are fixed point types more efficient (faster) but they are always
accurate, within their range. (You can usually computer money in cents.)
 Floating point types are never accurate and will always have some error
in the value. This makes them difficult to use effectively. You can’t even
compare them easily (2.0 + 2.0 may or may not equal 4.0!) The only reason
to use these is if the accuracy isn’t so important but a huge range of values
is. Single only has the first 7 digits of the number accurate; double has 14
digits of accuracy. So if you use a Single ―10000000.0 + 1.0 = 10000000.0!)
 Choose smaller types when you have to store a lot of numbers, and can
afford the smaller ranges. For example to store an HCC student’s test,
project, and homework scores, for every HCC student ever, would be
millions or tens of millions of numbers. Since a test score is a positive
integer less than 100, it would make sense to store these in an UByte.
However, unless you really need to save the space, just go with Integer.
 Be careful about over and under flow. If your numbers are too big the
variables will ―wrap around‖ and give you bad answers! (Example: Dim b1,
b2, b3 as Byte; b1 = 100; b2 = 100; b3 = b1 + b2)
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For historical reasons, the VB statement to declare a variable is ―Dim‖ (short for
dimension, as early Basic only required ―arrays‖ to be declared. Your book says it
is because you are declaring the size, but I don’t believe them). It works this way:
Dim var1, var2, ...
Each ―varn‖ can be a simple identifier (that is, name), or you can use
―name=value‖ to initialize one or more variables. To declare the type use this
format: ―name As type = value”, where type is some VB or .net type
such as Integer, Double, or String (the most common types). If not
initializing your variables, you can also use this format:
Dim var1, var2, ... As type
Demo with a form and label, and add code to the Form1_Load event handler:
num1 = 100 ' Won't work!
Dim num1 = 100, num2 ' Won't work!
Dim num1 = 100 ' Works!
Dim num1, num2 As Integer ' Works!
Dim num1 As Integer = 100, num2 As Integer = 10 'Works!
Label1.Text = num1 + num2 ' Only the last line above works here.
The initial value can be a literal or an expression using previously defined (and
initialized) variables. (E.g., in the above, ―num2‖ could be initialized to ―num1 +
10‖.)
Summary: A variable is a named chunk of memory that can hold one value. You
can change the value any time. Variables can be given a type or they default to
type ―Object‖. You must declare variables used in a VB program, and usually
should (at the same time) define the type and initial value.
Constants
A constant is simply a variable whose value can never change once it is initialized.
You declare constants the same way you declare variables, except you use the
keyword ―Const‖ and not ―Dim‖. Some constants are pre-defined in VB; you can
just use them anytime. These are called intrinsic constants. Examples include
String.Empty or Color.Blue. The constants you define in your programs
are called named constants.
Qu: Why use constants? Ans: Using literal data in a program is considered a bad
practice. There are several reasons for this. Using a name such as taxRate is much
more readable than using a literal number such as 0.07. In addition, sooner or later
you will want to change the value used. If you use literals you need to search and
replace each one — but not necessarily every ―0.07‖! Just the ones that are tax
rates. By using a constant everywhere, you only need to change the declaration
(the initialization) if the value needs to change in the future.
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You can also replace Dim with Public or Private in some cases. Doing so
will affect where in your program it is legal to use that variable or
constant.
Literal Values
When using literal values, remember that Strings must be surrounded with doublequotes. Do not use quotes around numbers (else they will be treated as Strings).
Two double-quotes in a row inside a String means to include a double-quote in the
String: ―"""This is confusing,"" he said."‖
Unlike most modern languages, VB.net does not allow escape sequences
in strings (e.g., ―\t‖, ―\n‖). For entering an End Of Line or other special
sequence in a string of text, VB.net provides several commonly needed
constants in the class ControlChars, and for ease of use, several are
predefined as constants you can use anywhere (e.g., ―vbCrLf‖ and
―vbTab‖). For others you can use the ChrW(Unicode_codePoint)
function, which can convert most symbols you’ll likely need.
The preferred way to put a newline in a String (such as a multi-line
TextBox) is to use the Environment.Newline constant, which puts
in the correct EOL sequence depending on your platform.
There is one last method you can use. VB.net regular expression strings
do support escape sequences. So all of the following do the same thing:
Dim crlf As String = _
System.Text.RegularExpressions.Regex.Unescape("\r\n")
Dim s As String = "foo" & crlf & "bar"
Dim s As String = "foo" & ControlChars.NewLine & "bar"
Dim s As String = "foo" & vbCrLf & "bar"

A problem using numeric literals is getting the type correct. VB will guess correctly
most of the time, and will convert (say) Integer literals to Double or whatever, as
needed (e.g., ―Dim salary As Double = 25000‖). But sometimes the conversion
won’t be correct, or be simply inefficient.
VB.net allows you to append a letter to the end of a number, to indicate it’s
exact type: I for Integer, L for Long, S for Short, F for Single, R for Double, and
D for Decimal. Without the letter, numbers without decimal points will be taken as
Integers and with decimal points, as Doubles. (Some symbols such as ―!‖ can also be
used; see below.)
Aside from 0, 17, -22, 3.14, 2.00, etc., you can use scientific notation for floating
point literals: a plus or minus sign, the value, the letter ―E‖, and the exponent (which
may be positive or negative), e.g., 6.02E23.
You can enter hex numbers (hexadecimal integers) as ―&HA4‖ and octal integers as
―&O10‖. (That’s an oh, not a zero.)
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VS won’t allow you to enter impossible numbers, for example a Double
with more than 17 digits. (If you try, your literal will be rounded to 17
places.)
VB.net also supports Date literals such as ―# 2/7/2010 2:16:25AM #‖.
Naming Rules for Variables and Constants
Your book advocates a naming style that requires a meaningful camelcase name
and the type, such as ―taxRate_Double‖. (Notice this is the same for objects,
such as ―MessageLabel‖, except for the initial lowercase letter.) Constants
should be named using all uppercase letters (use an underscore to separate
words), such as ―TAX_RATE_DOUBLE‖.
Personally I find such long names to be more annoying than useful. Fortunately
Visual Studio will auto-complete names, so using the longer names doesn’t hurt. I
often leave off the type of names when it is obvious, such as ―numBooks‖ (will be
a whole number) instead of ―numBooks_Integer‖ or even ―numBooksInt‖.
However, it is more important to adhere to your organization’s naming
conventions than to use a “better” convention!
In the early days of DOS, Dr. Charles Simonyi (a programmer who
worked at Xerox PARC circa 1972-1981, and who later became Chief
Architect at Microsoft) introduced an identifier naming convention that
adds a prefix to the identifier name to indicate the type (and purpose) of
the identifier. This system became widely used inside Microsoft. It came
to be known as ―Hungarian notation‖ because the prefixes make the
variable names look a bit as though they’re written in some non-English
language and because Simonyi is originally from Hungary. (In Hungary,
names are written ―backwards‖ from what most European used; ―Joe
Smith‖ would be written as ―Smith Joe‖. Putting the type indicator first,
and the meaningful part of a variable name last, seems backwards to most
Westerners and the modern style is to put the type at the end.)
Hungarian notation may have been inspired from an earlier principle of
using the first letter of a variable name to set its type. (Variables whose
names started with ―i‖ through ―n‖ in old FORTRAN were always
integers.) The ideas of this, and even the convention itself, are still used
by some; but modern compilers flag type errors anyway so the importance
has diminished. See Dr. Simonyi’s article that explains the notation for
more details.
Originally, Basic used a special character at the end of the variable name to
indicate the type (number or string). In VB.net certain symbols can still be used
to declare the type of a variable (e.g., ―Dim foo$‖ means the variable foo is of
type String, ―Dim foo%‖ means Integer, etc.). You can also use these
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symbols on literals (VS Designer does that!). However, best practice is the more
explicit declaration notation (e.g., ―Dim foo As String‖). See Type Characters
for complete details.
A nice feature of the VS IDE is the rename feature. You can right-click
on any variable or control name, and it will be renamed everywhere it was
used. To change the name of a form you need to rename the file (e.g.,
―form1.vb‖) to the new name.
Scope of Variables, Constants, and other names
(See Structure of a VB.net Program.) Consider the following code:
Public Class Form1
Private Sub Form1_Load(ByVal sender As System.Object, _
ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles MyBase.Load
Dim num1 as Integer = 17
End Sub
Sub procedureX()
Dim num2 as Integer
num2 = num1 ' Error!
End Sub
End Class
The problem above is that ―num1‖ isn’t visible in procedureX. When you
declare a variable inside a procedure, it is only usable from within that procedure.
This issue is known as scope. The scope of any variable (or other name) is the
section of code it can be accessed from. There are several different sized scopes
available, depending on how and where you declare a variable (or constant). From
smallest to largest scope, these are:
 Block Scope — A variable declared inside of a block of code (such as the body
of a loop). Such a variable can only be used from the point it was declared to
the end of the block.
 Local Scope — A variable declared in a procedure is visible from the point it
was declared to the end of that procedure. (Note parameters to procedures,
discussed later, also have local scope.) This is really the same thing as block
scope.
 Class Scope — A variable declared outside of any method/procedure, but
inside a Class declaration (show form1.vb) is visible to all code in any part of
that class.
 Module Scope — In VB.net, several functions can be grouped into a single
module (usually a single .vb source file). If you declare a variable outsize of
any function, it is visible to all code in any part of any class in that module.
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Class scope and module scope are essential the same concept and both
are often referred to just as module scope.
 Namespace Scope — In VB.net a project is composed of one or more modules
and classes. These can be grouped into namespaces much like functions can be
grouped into modules. This scope used to be called global scope, but the new
name reflect an addition to VB.net that helps prevent two developers from
accidentally using the same global variable.
Name Hiding
Things declared in smaller scopes can ―hide‖ names declared in larger scopes:
Namespace myClasses
Class Foo
Dim num1 As Integer = 1
sub Form1_load (...)
Dim num1 As Integer = 2
Label1.Text = num1 ' shows 2
Label1.Text = Me.num1 ' shows 1
End Sub
End Class
End Namespace
A local or block declaration can hide a property or module-scoped variable.
However it is an error to try to have a declaration in a block use the same name as
a local variable.
Accessing Variables, Constants, and Procedures From a Different Scope
By default there is no way to refer to variables (and constants, but from now on I
just say variables) from a different scope. But, by declaring variables and
procedures in one module or class as ―Public‖, it can be referred to from other
classes or modules. In such cases, you either must use a qualified name to refer to
it (e.g., ―myClasses.Foo.num1‖), or use the Imports statement to allow the use
of partially or non qualified names.
For non-local declarations, you can use either Dim, Public, Friend, or
Private. A property or method declared as Private can’t be access from any
other scope. If declared as Public it can be accessed from anywhere, using a
properly qualified name. If declared as Friend, it can be accessed from any other
module or class in the same assembly (using a properly qualified name).
Classes and Modules can also be declared as Private, Friend, or Public.
You can’t grant more access to a member of a module than the module
itself; in other words, you can’t access a property of a Private Class from
outside of that class, even if the property was declared as Public.
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Dim must be used for local (and block) declarations. While you can use Dim for
module or class declarations, it is preferred to use either Public, Friend, or Private.
Lifetime of Variables
The lifetime of a variable refers to the span of time when your project is running
that the variable exists. Some variables spring into existence when the project
starts, some when you create an object of some class, and some each time a method
or function is called.
If you try to refer to a variable before it gets initialized, or after it was disposed of,
your code won’t work! Consider the following example:
Private Sub Label1_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, _
ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles Label1.Click
Dim clickCount As Integer = 0
clickCount = clickCount + 1
Label1.Text = clickCount
End Sub
You may think that every time you click on this label the text will increment. Not
so! It will only ever show ―1‖. This is because clickCount’s lifetime ends when
the method does, and the next time you click on the label, you get a brand-new
variable (with the same name).
Module-level variables have a lifetime of the whole project; that is the variable
gets initialized when you run the project and remains available until you exit the
program. So, to count clicks, you need to use a variable with a project lifetime.
If you declare local variables using the ―Static‖ keyword instead of
―Dim‖, the scope is unchanged (there is no way to change the scope of
local or block variables), but the lifetime changes from block/local
lifetime to project lifetime. You can also declare properties and methods
of classes and modules as Static, to change their lifetime to project.
Summary: There are three possible lifetimes: block/local, instance (per object),
and project (from when the program starts until it exits).
Expressions and Calculations
User input from TextBoxes or other sources is entered and stored as text, or a
―string of characters‖ (which is where the term String comes from). Even data
from files is usually stored as text. To do numeric calculations you will need to
convert text to strings. To display the results you need to convert the other way.
Examining text to figure out what it means (in this case, what number it represents)
is called parsing.
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In many cases, VB.net will convert a String to a number or vice-versa
automatically. But not always, and not always the way you would wish
(i.e. sometimes it doesn’t convert numbers to text the way you’d like).
To convert text to an integer or double or whatever, you use the ―Parse‖ method
of the appropriate class. For example:
―num = Integer.Parse(TextBox1.Text)‖.
To convert numbers to text is automatic using the default options. However all
variables in VB have a ToString method you can invoke if you wish. These
examples all work:
Dim num As Integer = 12
Label1.Text = num
Label1.Text = num.ToString()
Label1.Text = num.ToString
Label1.Text = "You owe me $" & num & "!"
Now that you have some numbers stored in variables, what can you do with them?
You can perform various calculations and comparisons using the standard rules for
arithmetic. But when you write code, it is impossible to write expressions and
formulas the way a mathematician would:
100  22.7
 183
322  0.6

Instead you must use symbols found are a standard keyboard, and no super- or subscripts. In addition you can’t leave out operators; it is common to omit the
multiply operator, but in code you must include all operators. The above
expression could be written in code as:
(100 - 22.7)/(3 *(22 - 0.6)) + 18^3
The operators in VB.net are: ―+‖ for addition, ―–‖ for subtraction, ―*‖ for
multiplication, ―/‖ for division and ―\‖ for quotient (integer division), ―mod‖ for
remainder (or modulus), and ―^‖ for exponentiation (raise to the power of). Except
for mod you don’t need spaces around the operators, but it is a good idea to add
additional space as an aid for readability. Youcanreadthisbutitisn’teasy!
A good use for integer division and remainder is to convert an amount of
money from cents to dollars and cents:
dollars = amount \ 100
cents = amount mod 100
Label1.Text = "Amount due: $" & dollars & "." & cents
(You can use the same technique to convert seconds to hours, minutes,
and seconds.)
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Assignment Statement
You already have seen an assignment statement. In general an assignment
statements has this form: variable = expression. The computer first calculates the
value of the expression, and then (second) replaces the value of the variable with
that result. Sometimes this can be confusing for new programmers; the equal sign
does not mean the left-hand-side is equal to the right-hand-side! So while the
following may not make sense mathematically, it is valid (and common) to write
code such as:
num = num + 1
Order of Operations
Suppose you see the following code; what will be displayed?
Label1.Text = 2 + 3 * 4
The answer depends on how the computer evaluates the expression. Remember
that ultimately the CPU (or ALU really) does calculations one step at a time. So is
the addition done first (answer is 5 times 4, or 20) or the multiply (answer is 2 plus
12, or 14)?
Two rules determine the order of operations. The first is the precedence. (A good
mnemonic is ―PEMDAS‖.) This rule says first evaluate the insides of parenthesis,
then exponents, then multiply and divide, then finally addition and subtraction.
There is also unary plus and unary minus: 2 * -num. These are done
right after exponentiation.
In VB, integer division and then remainder (mod) operations are done after floating
point multiply and divide, but still before additions and subtractions. So what’s the
result of:
12.0 \ 4.0 / 2.0
The other rule is called associativity. This rule determines the order of operations
with the same precedence. For example:
8 - 5 - 2
In VB the associativity rule is always left to right.
If in doubt about the order of operations, or just to make your intent
clearer, you can always add extra parenthesis to any expression.
You can find a complete list of VB.net operators and the rules at MSDN VB.net
Operator Chart. Note that I’ve simplified the precedence rules a bit in this
discussion.
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Assignment Operators
It is very common to use the value of some variable in an expression and then
immediately assign the result to that variable. One way is to write code such as
―num = num - discount‖ or ―num = num + 1‖. In VB (as in C and other
languages) a ―shortcut‖ assignment statement can be used to simply the code. In
essence
variable = variable OP sub-expression
can be rewritten as:
variable OP= sub-expression
(with no space between the OP and the equals sign.) This is called an assignment
operator. So you can write code such as ―num -= discount‖ and ―num += 1‖.
You can also use an assignment operator to append some text to a variable:
Label1.Text &= ", so there!"
With assignment operators, there is an implicit set of parenthesis around the subexpression.
Mixed Mode Expressions and Data type Conversions
The CPU/ALU hardware of a modern computer can perform various math
operations using special hardware. (The other operations require a ―miniprogram‖, a sequence of operations, to calculate.) However the machine code can
only do operations on the same type of number; you can add, subtract, multiply,
etc., two integers, two doubles, two shorts. But the hardware can’t add an integer
and a double in one step.
An expression with different types of variables or literals is called a mixed mode
expression. In all such cases the smaller type is implicitly converted to the larger
type. So ―2 + 3.0‖ will take two steps. First the ―2‖ (which takes 4 bytes) is
used to initialize a new variable (created by the compiler), let’s call it ―temp‖, of
type double (which takes 8 bytes). Then the CPU/ALU can perform the
calculation ―temp + 3.0‖.
These implicit conversions don’t really convert anything. The compiler
creates a new variable and re-writes your code to initialize and then use
that variable in place of the original literal or variable.
This type of conversion is called a cast or typecast, or a promotion.
The compiler is happy to do these conversions because they are ―safe‖. You can
always store a value that fits into a small data type into a variable of the same or
larger type. The worst that can happen is a loss of precision when converting to or
from a floating point type.
Implicit conversion apply to assignment statements too:
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Dim num1 As Integer = 10
Dim num2 As Double
num2 = num1
(Remember, any number can be implicitly converted to a String.)
A common problem is trying to convert the other way:
Dim num1 As Double = 3.14
Dim num2 As Integer
num2 = num1
' This won't work!
The compiler won’t do this conversion automatically since it isn’t safe; what if
num1 had the value 10E12? Such a value can’t fit into an Integer variable. But, if
you (the programmer) are certain the value will fit, you can explicitly convert the
value from a larger type to a smaller type. Such conversions are also called
typecasts or more simply, casts. Note if you were wrong, and the value won’t fit,
your program will abort (throw an exception).
To convert values explicitly VB provides a Convert class with a number of
conversion methods, a few conversion functions (e.g., AscW and chrW, to
convert between Chars and their Unicode integer values, Str, format, etc.; these
are actually methods of class Conversion), and a few conversion methods in other
classes (such as Math.round()and Decimal.round() methods).
The class Math provides many mathematical functions for square roots,
logarithms, trigonometry, etc., as well as a few handy constants such as
Math.PI.
Math.Round uses round to nearest even method. (So ―Math.Round(3.45,
1)‖ returns 3.4, while ―Math.Round(3.35, 1)‖ also returns 3.4.) This
(strange but standard) rounding method tends to reduce rounding errors
when (say) adding a column of rounded values.
Using Options Strict and Explicit
Declaring variables before use is a good programming practice. However it isn’t
required by VB. If you want the compiler to automatically create (and implicitly
declare) variables for you, you can turn off the ―Explicit‖ option. (It is on by
default in VB.net.)
Earlier it was noted that in VB.net, sometimes the system will automatically
convert text to numbers, numbers to text, and wider types of variables (such as a
Long) to narrower types of variables (such as an Integer). This is controlled by the
―Strict‖ option, which is off by default. However it is widely accepted that turning
this option on is a best practice and can allow the compiler to catch many
otherwise hard to find errors in your code.
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To turn options on or off, you need to add the option statement at the very top of
each .vb file (that is, before the first code statement in a file, but it could be
placed after blank and/or comment lines):
Option Explicit Off
' On is the default
Option Strict On

' Off is the default

Formatting Data
Before displaying results to the user, the numbers need to be converted to Strings.
As noted previously, this can be done implicitly or by using the ToString()
method. These result in a default conversion which may look fine (e.g., for
integers) but may look awful, need special ―accounting format‖, etc.
It is possible to control the conversion of data to Strings by providing a format
control string to the ToString method. (You can also use the
String.Format method or the Convert.ToString method.) Your
textbook describes some the format control strings you can use:
C or c

Currency

F or f

fixed point (with decimal point)

N or n

Number with commas

P or p

Percent

E or e

Scientific notation

G or g

the smaller of F or E

X or x

Hex (integer types only) D or d

d, D, t, T, f, F, g, G, M or m, R or r

integer with leading zeros

used to format dates and times

The format strings for C, N, F, P, E, G can be followed by a number, which is how
many decimal places to show. For D and X the number is the minimum field
width. Note numbers are rounded to when displayed (but this doesn’t change the
value in the variable). For example:
TotalLbl.Text = totalCost.ToString("C")
Dim num As Double = 3.14159265358979
Label1.Text = Str(num)
Label1.Text = num.ToString()
Label1.Text = Convert.ToString(num)
Label1.Text = num ' if Option Explicit is off
You can also define custom format control strings and provide your own custom
ToString methods for the classes you create. (See the formatting data link in the
class resources.) (See conversion demo in class resources.)
Remember you can round floating point numbers as you convert them to
text, or use Math.Round(double or decimal) or Decimal.Round().
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Exceptions and Try/Catch Blocks
When the CLR detects a runtime error, what should it do? No matter what choice
Microsoft makes it won’t be right for every application. So they followed the lead
of other languages: They throw an Exception. An Exception is an object that
contains properties with information about the runtime error. Normally, throwing
an Exception will abort a program, but you can catch Exceptions so that your
programs can display a message, try again, or do anything else. Some of the more
common causes of Exceptions are the conversion of user input (text) to numbers or
dates, attempts to divide by zero, and over- and underflow.
To catch thrown Exceptions, you put the code that might throw one inside of a
Try block, that ends with one or more Catch clauses (sometimes called error
handlers):
Try
number = Decimal.Parse(UserIntputTextBox.Text)
Catch ex As Exception
MessageBox.Show("You must enter a number!")
End Try
You can use a single Try block with many (potentially dangerous) statements, as
long as the action you want to take on a Exception is the same for all. Otherwise
you need separate Try blocks. You can also nest Try blocks (but I think this is less
useful than your book makes out.)
There are different types of Exceptions. A single Try block can be followed
with several Catch blocks, one for each type. ―Exception‖ is generic; always
list it last since the first matching Catch block is used and Exception will match
any Exception.
A Try block can not only have one or more catch clauses, but it can end with a
Finally clause. Any statements in a Finally clause will be executed when the
Try block exits, either with or without an Exception being thrown (or caught). A
Finally clause is a good place to put common code that you would otherwise have
to repeat in several Catch clauses. It is also a good place for ―clean up‖ code, such
as closing open files.
It is common to use a MessageBox (pop-up dialog window) in Catch
clauses, to alert the user to the problem.
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Lecture 5 — Control Structures I: If and Case statements, Boolean Expressions, ...
Up to this point our projects have been straight-forward (if not always simple!): the
program shows some information and can perform calculations when the user
clicks on buttons. But this is limiting. You need the ability to do different things
depending on the results of calculations or depending on user input. Humans do
this naturally; but with a program you must plan ahead: ―if this happens then we
should do foo, but if that happens instead, we should do bar‖. You must plan
every possible choice, or decision, when you write the code.
Normally the flow of control (the sequence of statement executions) is sequential
(or linear): the first statement is executed, then the next, then the next, and so on
until the last statement is executed. To make a decision means some instructions
should be skipped, or that you’ll execute one instruction instead of some other
instruction. (And we’ll see later, we can also repeat some instructions.) To use a
non-sequential flow of control you use control structures such as If statements.
VB.net supports many control structures, but only a few are used most of the time.
Bad things can happen if you don’t plan for every decision! Programs
can crash or (worse) continue but use incorrect data. One famous case
includes Therac-25, whose badly designed user interface caused several
deaths in the 1980s.
To have your program make a decision, some condition must be evaluated; this
means comparing data. Programs do this with Boolean expressions, which is an
expression (similar to a formula) such as ―totalPrice greater than 100‖.
While COBOL code uses English-like statements this way, most languages today
use special Boolean operators. (In VB.net these are called logical and
comparison operators.) So this would be written in VB.net as
―totalPrice > 100‖.
George Bool was a Mathematician in the 19th century whose work
formed the foundation of what is now called Boolean Algebra.
Boolean expressions evaluates to either True or False. When used with an
If statement, you can specify statements to be executed if the expression evaluates
to true and (optionally) other statements if the expression evaluates to false.
The syntax of If statements is:
If Boolean-expression Then
statements-to-be-done-if-true
Else
statements-to-be-done-if-false
End If
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The else clause (the word ―Else‖ and the statements following) are optional and
may be omitted if you don’t need to do anything when the expression evaluates to
false.
The result of a Boolean expression may be assigned to a variable, usually of type
Boolean. That way you can make a decision now, and remember it for use later.
You can mix Boolean and numeric values (literals or variables) in an
expression. When VB.net converts numbers to Boolean, 0 becomes
False and all other values become True.
When VB.net converts Boolean values to numeric types, False
becomes 0 and True becomes -1. Converting Boolean values to text
you get the words ―True‖ or ―False‖.
Boolean (―Logical‖) Expressions and Operators
The Boolean operators are in two groups. The comparison operators have higher
precedence than the logical operators. These can be used with either numbers or
Strings. The comparison operators are:
 = means equal; note it is the same as the assignment symbol, but VB.net can
tell which is which from the context.
 <> means not equal
 < means less than
 <= means less than or equal to
 > means greater than
 >= means greater than or equal to
 Like means some string ―is like‖ some pattern, e.g.,
―"Foo" like "[fF]o*"‖ is True since the string matches the pattern.
(The patterns are similar to shell wildcards and include *, ?, and [list].)
Guess the result of the following really ugly but legal VB.net code:
Dim num1 As Integer = 1, num2 As Integer = 2, _
num3 As Integer = 3
num1 = num2 = num3 = 0
num2 = False
num3 = True
Dim bool As Boolean
bool = 2 - 2
Label1.Text = num1 & ":" & num2 & ":" & num3 _
& ":" & False & ":" & True & "." & bool
The result is: -1:0:1:False:True:False
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Comparing Strings
When comparing Strings, VB.net compares character for character using the
ASCII numbers (―code points‖) for the characters. If one string is shorter than the
other, the shorter one is padded with trailing spaces before the comparison is made.
(Note your text says ANSI but they mean ASCII.)
You can use less than and greater than operators to compare text. The strings are
compared character for character until a difference is noted. The numeric value of
the characters determine the result. (Show ASCII collating sequence chart.) This
can be surprising: ―ZOO‖ is less than ―ape‖.
Strings are case-sensitive. To perform a case-insensitive comparison, you should
convert the text to all lowercase (or uppercase; it doesn’t matter which) before
comparing.
You can use the Option Compare Binary | Text statement to affect how
strings are compared. The default is Binary, which compares using the ASCII
collating sequence. If you set this to Text instead the current user’s locale (or
regional) setting is used, which usually means case-insensitive (and may support
more than just ASCII.)
Comparing strings is hard! You need to decide how to deal with trailing
spaces, different end of line conventions, and comparing spaces to tabs.
you need to decide if ―é‖ should compare equal to ―e‖ (Note that this is an
issue in VB even though it only supports ASCII, which doesn’t have
accented letters. This is because such accented characters can be
represented (encoded) as ASCII, using methods such as ―punycode‖, or
you might have set Option Compare Text.
More Complex Boolean Expressions: And, Or, and Not
Simple Boolean expressions can be combined to produce more complex
expressions. For example, how would you test an Integer variable num to see if the
value was between 0 and 100? While you could use two separate If statements,
that would be messy!
You can join Boolean expressions with logical operators of And, Or, and Not.
You can also use parenthesis for grouping. So the answer to the previous question
would be something such as:
If num >= 0 And num <= 100 Then ...
When using And, both the left-hand side (―lhs‖) and right-hand side (―rhs‖)
Boolean expressions must be true for the whole Boolean expression to be true.
When using Or, if either one is true the whole expression is true. Using Not
reverses the result. So the above If statement could also be written as:
If Not ( num < 0 Or num > 100 ) Then ...
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Even More Complex Boolean Expressions: AndAlso, OrElse, and Xor
You should use the AndAlso operator instead of And most of the time, and
OrElse instead of Or. These operators use short-circuit logic; If the lhs
determines the result, the rhs is ignored. That is what you want most of the time.
Consider the following If statement:
If num2 <> 0 And num1 / num2 > 1.0 Then ...
This will throw an Exception when num2 is zero! This is because without shortcircuit logic, the rhs is evaluated regardless of the lhs. In this case you don’t want
to evaluate the rhs if the lhs is False. The answer is to use AndAlso rather than
And.
The final Boolean operator is Xor. This results in True if either the lhs or the rhs
is True, but will result if False if both are true. This is known as exclusive or (and
the normal Or is called inclusive).
Multi-way Decisions: Nested If statements, If-ladder (If-chain)
It often happens that you need a more complex decision, such as a three-way or
multi-way decision. All Boolean expressions only result in one of two values,
True and False. To deal with multi-way decisions you need to use multiple
Boolean expressions. One way is to nest one If statement inside of another:
If grade >= 90 Then
GradeTextBox.Text = "A"
Else
If grade >= 80 Then
GradeTextBox.Text = "B"
Else
If grade >= 70 Then
GradeTextBox.Text = "C"
Else
If grade >= 64 Then
GradeTextBox.Text = "D"
Else
GradeTextBox.Text = "F"
End If
End If
End If
End If
In the above example you can see the nested If statement are each placed inside the
Else clause of the previous If statement. When nested this way the whole control
structure is call an If-ladder or If-chain. You can also nest inner If statements
inside the then clause. (These don’t have a special name.)
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Although it is obvious from the indenting used, the rule is that an Else
clause is associated with the nearest (innermost) If statement that doesn’t
have one. Visual Studio ―fixes‖ your indenting as you type, but you must
be careful if using some other editor.
If-chains are so common, there is special syntax for them in VB.net. The above
can be re-written using the ―ElseIf‖ keyword, as follows:
If grade >= 90 Then
GradeTextBox.Text = "A"
ElseIf grade >= 80 Then
GradeTextBox.Text = "B"
ElseIf grade >= 70 Then
GradeTextBox.Text = "C"
ElseIf grade >= 64 Then
GradeTextBox.Text = "D"
Else
GradeTextBox.Text = "F"
End If
Another good used of an If-chain is checking which one of a set of RadioButtons is
checked. (You’d think there would be a method or property on a GroupBox to tell
you this information, but no.) Here’s a sample:
If EnglishRadioBtn.checked Then
language = "English"
ElseIf SpanishRadioBtn.checked Then
language = "Spanish"
ElseIf FrenchRadioBtn.checked Then
language = "French"
End If
(The last ElseIf can be replaced with a simple Else, since you know that one
of the RadioButtons must be selected, and if it isn’t any of the others, it must be the
last one.)
Multi-way Decisions: Select-Case
Another multi-way decision control structure is available. It is less flexible than
nested If statements, but can be easier to read and modify, when it applies. When
the decision depends on the value of a single variable (or expression), you can use
a Select-Case statement. Inside the Select...End Select, you can list Case clauses.
Each Case lists one or more values (comma separated), a range of values, or a
mixture of both. If the value of the variable (expression) is one of those listed for
some Case clause, then those statements are executed and all the other Case
clauses are skipped. An example makes this clearer:
Select Case grade
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Case 100
message = "Perfect score!"
Case 90 To 99
message = "You earned an ""A""!"
Case 80 To 89
message = "You earned an ""B""!"
Case 70 To 79
message = "You earned an ""C""!"
Case 64, 65, 66 To 69
message = "You earned an ""D""!"
Case 0 To 64
message = "You earned an ""F""!"
Case Else
message = "Illegal Grade entered!"
End Select
You can also use ―Case Is comparison-op constant‖. For example, in
the above code you could replace the ―Case 0 To 64‖ with
―Case Is <= 64‖, if you didn’t need to worry about illegal values. Remember
that a single Case clause can list a single value, a range, the Is something, or a
comma separated list of these.
The select case expression need not be an integer, as in the above. It can be any
expression at all, and include formula or function calls. The result can be of any
type, including string. Keep in mind that VB.net will implicitly (by default)
convert types before comparisons.
Input Validation
A common use of decision control structures is to validate user input (and other
data, say from files). You can use an Integer variable to hold a student’s grade, but
you have no way to ensure the number is in the range of zero to 100. Indeed, since
user input is always in text you don’t even know if they entered a valid integer at
all. If they didn’t, then an Exception is thrown when you try to parse the text.
If statements are used to validate such data. You can validate a TextBox either as a
user types in it, as soon as the user (attempts to) move the focus from it, or after the
user clicks some ―Accept‖ or ―Submit‖ button. In all cases you put your validation
code in the appropriate event handler procedure.
If you validate several inputs (TextBoxes) at once, say when a Submit button is
clicked, you need to decide on which error messages to show when there are
multiple problems detected. Often it is best to pop-up an alert that simply says
errors were found, and use color and labels to indicate which inputs need attention.
Or you can display a list of the errors found. In any case avoid displaying multiple
MessagBox (pop-up) windows. As a professional touch, you can put the focus on
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the (first) error TextBox, and even highlight the bad input (using
TextBox.SelectAll(), for instance).
If the input data is not valid, besides moving the focus back on the TextBox (and
select/highlight the part that is bad), you can change the background color of the
TextBox to (say) red, display a message in a Label next to the textbox, or even a
pop-up MessageBox. You can tell the user what was wrong and/or what they need
to do, and/or display (a link for) help.
VB.net has support for validation. Classes that have a ―Parse‖ method
will usually also have a ―TryParse‖ method that returns a Boolean value.
(Show ValidationDemo web resource.)
Testing the State of RadioButtons and CheckBox Buttons
In may GUI applications there will be a number of check boxes and radio button
groups. When the user hits the ―calculate‖ or ―submit‖ or ―accept‖ button
(whatever you call it), you usually need to do one thing or another depending on
which of these buttons is checked/selected. While you could add some code to
handle these buttons to the event handler procedure for them, this is usually too
soon to do anything; you usually want to wait until the user complete the whole
form, then decide what to do based on which buttons were selected.
CheckBoxes and RadioButtons have a Boolean property Checked you can use in
your If-statements:
If SomeCheckBox.Checked Then
do_something
End If
In Visual Studio’s Form Designer, double-clicking a RadioButton or CheckBox
button (or a TextBox) creates an event procedure that gets called whenever the
button’s state is changed. This is fine, but when you have lots of buttons you end
up with lots of procedures. Also consider what happens on a form with a submit
button; in that button’s event handler you will often need to see which button or set
of buttons was check by the user. Using an If statement for each one works but is
tedious. There is a better way to handle forms with many buttons, discussed next.
Using Event Procedures
As mentioned previously an event handler or event procedure is a ―Sub‖ procedure
that gets invoked automatically when the corresponding event occurs. So if a user
clicks on MyBtn, the Sub procedure MyBtn_Click gets invoked. (If that
procedure doesn’t exist, then nothing happens when the button is clicked.)
We will cover all types of procedures later in the course. But you can do a few
things at this point to make your projects simpler and of higher quality.
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One thing you can do is to share a single event handler procedure for a whole set of
RadioButtons. (Or other controls, but this technique is most useful with
RadioButtons.) So no matter which RadioButton in a set gets clicked on, there is a
single event handler invoked.
This event handler then sets a module scoped variable to indicate which
RadioButton is currently selected. Whenever the user clicks on one, the variable
gets updated. In this way, other procedures in your project can easily see which
button was selected; they only have to look at the variable that was set in the event
handler. (This technique is commonly used for other controls as well, to make is
easy for different parts of a program to see what was set.)
By default with two RadioButtons in a GroupBox, the code looks like this:
Public Class Form1
Private Sub RadioButton1_CheckedChanged( _
ByVal sender As System.Object, _
ByVal e As System.EventArgs) _
Handles RadioButton1.CheckedChanged
End Sub
Private Sub RadioButton2_CheckedChanged( _
ByVal sender As System.Object, _
ByVal e As System.EventArgs) _
Handles RadioButton2.CheckedChanged
End Sub
End Class
The two event handlers can be replaced with a single one, that sets a module
scoped variable to indicate which one. This variable can be a String (i.e., the name
of the button) or even an Integer (i.e., ―1‖ for button 1, ―2‖ for button 2, etc.). The
trick is to change the ―Handles‖ section of the procedure declaration, to indicate all
the events handed by that one procedure. The code would look something like this
(show EventHanderDemo on website):
Public Class EventHandlerDemoForm
' Initially neither button is checked:
Private WhichBtn As String = ""
Private Sub RadioButtons_CheckedChanged(ByVal _
sender As System.Object, _
ByVal e As System.EventArgs) _
Handles RadioButton1.CheckedChanged, _
RadioButton2.CheckedChanged
Dim SelectedBtn As RadioButton = _
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CType(sender, RadioButton)
WhichBtn = SelectedBtn.Text
End Sub
Private Sub ShowSelectionBtn_Click(ByVal _
sender As System.Object, _
ByVal e As System.EventArgs) _
Handles ShowSelectionBtn.Click
OutputLbl.Text = WhichBtn
End Sub
End Class
Without going into details about procedure arguments now, notice the ―sender‖
argument in the event handler for the RadioButtons. This variable refers to the
control that triggered the event hander. (We can say ―the control that fired the
event‖.) However notice that sender was declared as a System.Object, not a
RadioButton! This is just the way VB.net works; event handlers don’t specify
the exact type of the control since the same event handler can be used with many
different controls.
The controls that are handed by a particular Sub procedure are listed after the
keyword Handles on the procedure’s declaration. Here this one procedure
handles events from two controls (the two RadioButtons).
Different types of controls have different properties and methods. Before you can
examine the RadioButton properties or invoke RadioButton methods, you need to
tell VB.net the ―real‖ type of the sender argument. This is done by using the
CType procedure; it works very much like the Convert.TosomeType()
methods only here it converts a System.Object into a RadioButton. Once
this is done you can examine the RadioButton’s Name or (as shown here) Text
property.
If you try to convert a Object reference to one type when it is actually
of some other type, an Exception will be thrown. (For example, trying to
convert sender to a TextBox instead of a RadioButton.) VB.net has
methods to help you determine the type of some Object.
It is possible to invoke (or call) one procedure from another. This is very useful,
since you can write the statements that do something once only, and then invoke
them from different places in your programs. For example, the code used to clear a
form may be put into a ClearBtn Button’s event handler, but you may need to clear
the from when some other button is clicked as well. In this case you can just call
the ClearBtn_Click from the other button’s event handler:
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Private Sub NewFormBtn_Click ( sender ..., e ... )
...
ClearBtn_Click(sender,e)
...
End Sub
(Although your textbook discusses the details here in chapter 4, we will postpone
the discussion until later.)
Debugging
Debugging is the term used to locate and fix errors, or bugs in your code. This is
more of an art than a science! But there are some basic concepts you can use to
start your bug hunt:
 Test each part of your project. Just because the form appears and you can
click on a couple of buttons, doesn’t mean there are no errors. You must use
every control, examine every tool tip. Try many different data values (in the
TextBoxes) and different combinations of buttons. Test the tab order and all
the short-cut (accelerator keys). Carefully look for spelling errors or mislabeled controls. Make sure the fonts and colors used are ―professional
looking‖ and easily viewable even by the vision impaired (i.e. color blind
people)
 To find the bugs, the time-honored method is to add lots of ―print‖
statements to the code. For non-GUI projects you can use
Console.WriteLine method. Since GUI projects don’t have a console,
use the Debug.WriteLine method instead. This writes to the immediate
window, a pseudo-console that shows in Visual Studio.
You can add such statements to the start and/or end of any procedure, which
will show a ―trace‖ of the flow of control when you run the project. This is
useful to show exactly what happens just before some error occurs and can
often help you pin-point the problem. If necessary you can add additional
debug statements throughout some procedure, say in each part of an If
statement. The statements should print out information relevant to the
problem: the exact location of the debug statement and the value of various
variables and properties.
 Interactive debugging is a more modern approach than debugging
statements. With the debugger built into Visual Studio, you can run a
program one statement at a time. After each statement the program pauses,
and allows you to inspect the value of any variable just by pointing the
mouse cursor on the variable’s name. You can change them too. Then you
can continue to the next statement. You can also step over a statement such
as a procedure call, to run the whole procedure before stopping again.
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It isn’t necessary to single-step through the whole program. You can set a
break point just before the code you suspect might have the problem. Then
you run the program and it will stop when the flow of control reaches the
break point. You can set or clear break points by clicking on the grey area to
the left of the statement.
You can even make changes to the code while it is running in the debugger.
Some changes are not allowed if they would confuse the runtime. In that
case you must stop the program run, make your changes, and run again.
While the program is running a locals window and autos window appears
showing the value of all variables and properties in scope at the moment.
Just by watching these you can often see the cause of any problem (like
using debugging statements, only a lot easier).
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Lecture 6 — Menus, Dialog Boxes, and Creating Procedures
Menus
Menus are composed of menu items. These each have a click event. Menu items
can be checkboxes or even other menus (called sub-menus, or hierarchical menus).
All professional quality Windows applications have menus, including some
standard menus of ―File‖, ―Edit‖, and ―Help‖.
Menus are added into a menubar, or MenuStrip control. When you add one to a
form in VS, a special menu designer is enabled to make it easy to add top-level
menus and menu items.
Menu items in a single menu can be grouped, by adding separators between items.
Context Menus
There is also a context menu, the pop-up menu that appears when you right-click
on a control. Controls can add and remove context menu item items. Creating a
context menu is the same as creating a regular menu; add a ContextMenuStrip
control to your form, add menu items to it. You can create several context menus.
Then you can set a control’s ContextMenuStrip property to a ContextMenuStrip.
You can also set the form’s ContextMenuStrip.
Accelerator Keys and Shortcut Keys
Menus and menu items can have accelerator keys (not to be confused with shortcut
keys) just as with buttons and textboxes. Note that you can reuse the same
accelerator keys for menu items as for other controls on your form, but not for the
top-level menus.
In addition to accelerator keys (that use ALT+key) you can set a shortcut key on
menu items. These show on the right side of the menu and typically use
CTRL+someKey. You can set these from a menu item’s properties window;
accelerator keys are set in the standard way of using an ampersand in front of the
key in the Text property. Shortcut keys can be used anytime the form is active,
and should all be unique.
There are standard conventions users will expect for any well-behaved
applications. These conventions include using standard accelerator keys and
shortcut keys for standard menus and menu items. In addition, menu items that
being up (display) other windows (such as dialog boxes) should have a name
ending in ―...‖ (e.g., ―Print...
Ctrl+P‖).
(Show list of standard accelerators and shortcuts, from resources.)
Demo using VS menu designer. Also show “right-click-->Edit items...” to bring
up the “Item Collection Editor”; use to rearrange menus and items.
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Dialogs: Modal and Modeless
Some user input is not suitable for TextBoxes, and other user interfaces work much
better. A number of pre-built dialog boxes are available for these sort of tasks.
(These are actually just forms.) They include dialog boxes to allow users to select
a file or folder for open or save, selecting a font (with styles), selecting a color, and
printing.
There are two types of dialog boxes. A modal dialog box steals the focus until
dismissed (closed). Note on Windows, this only applies to the other windows of
the same application, and you can hide all windows and/or switch to some other
application. On the other hand, a modeless (or non-modal) dialog box doesn’t
insist on having the focus. You can keep such a dialog box open while working in
other windows of the same application.
To display a modal dialog box (form) use its ShowDialog method. To
display a modeless dialog box (form) use its Show method. (Show demo.)
The code following the display of a modal dialog box will not run until
the dialog box closes. On the other hand, a modeless dialog box doesn’t
block; the following code runs as soon as the dialog box is displayed.
Dialog boxes that display important messages should always be modal.
MessageBox is a modal form you can use. Modeless forms let you shift the focus
between the form and another form without having to close the initial form.
Modeless forms are harder to program, because users can access them in an
unpredictable order—you have to keep the state of the application consistent no
matter what the user does.
To use a dialog, add one to your form, set its properties the way you wish. Then
in your code you display the dialog using its Show (modeless) or ShowDialog
(modal) method. When that returns, you can copy the value of a property that
holds the user’s selection (e.g., a color or font). For example:
If (ColorDialog1.ShowDialog() = DialogResult.OK) Then
textBox1.ForeColor = ColorDialog1.Color
End If
Notice the test to see if the user hit cancel or the OK buttons.
Similarly, FontControl has a Font property.
Note Windows doesn’t allow you to change the ForeColor of read-only or
disabled TextBox controls. You can set the BackColor. For display, you
might want to use a Label instead of a read-only TextBox.
File Dialogs
You can use one of three dialogs: brows for a folder, select (an existing) file, or
save (save as) a new file dialog. (Show screen shots, demo each in VS.)
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Lecture 7 — Creating and Invoking Procedures
We’ve used procedures since our first VB.net programs. We’ve even let the Visual
Studio Designer create event handling procedures for us. You need to know what
procedures are, the different types available in VB.net and when to create and use
them.
A procedure is a name given a sequence of instructions. You can then cause those
statements to run by just using the name. Normally the flow of control is
sequential through our code. When you invoke (or call) a procedure, all the steps
in the procedure get done, and then the sequence picks up from where it left off:

Some
Step
Step
call
step
step
call
step
...

Code
1
2
Foo
4
5
Foo
7

Procedure Foo
step 1
step 2
step 3
return

When a procedure is invoked (with a procedure call statement) the flow of control
passes to the first statement in the procedure. When the end of the procedure is
reached the flow of control then returns to the statement following the procedure
call. You can invoke a procedure from several places.
VB.net comes with many procedures you can use. For example you can use
MessageBox.Show from different places in your programs. You don’t need to
worry about how this Show method accomplishes its task, just that it does
whenever you invoke (or call) it by name.
In addition to being invoked programmatically (by a procedure call), some
procedures are invoked automatically when an event occurs, such as a user
clicking on a button in a window. Such procedures are called event
handling procedures, or simply event handlers.
Besides the many built-in procedures you can just use, you can create your own.
Once created you can use them the same way as the built-in procedures; you can
forget about the details of the code inside the procedure, and just use it by name.
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Using procedures can help organize your code. For example it is not
uncommon to have to perform the same series of steps (a ―sub-task‖) several times
in a program. Instead of using copy and paste you can write the code once, and
then invoke it several times in your programs. This is a form of code reuse and is
a very powerful technique. Note any bugs fixed in the procedure get used every
time the procedure is called. If you used copy-and-paste, you’d have to remember
to make the same changes in every location where the original code was copied.
Types of Procedures in VB.net
There are two types of procedures: those whose statements do something each time
the procedure is invoked, and those whose statements calculate something each
time:
MessageBox.Show( "Hello" )
name2 = UCase(name1)
Console.WriteLine("Square root of 81 is " _
& Sqrt(81) )
The procedures that do a task are called sub procedures. The ones that calculate
something are called function procedures. (Event handlers are a type of sub
procedure, never function procedures.)
In VB.net all procedures must be declared inside either a class or a
module. Procedures (of either type) declared inside of a class are also
called methods.
In the projects we’ve done so far, we’ve always had a Class that represents a form.
Anytime we added stuff (constants, event handlers, etc.) we did so inside the class.
Later you’ll see how to have additional classes and modules used in your
programs, but for now we’ll stick to a single class.
Top-down Design
Using procedures is important for more than code reuse. Sometimes a task is very
complex and takes many steps to accomplish. Lengthy sequences of code are hard
to read, understand, debug, and change later (there are always changes).
You can organize a complex task into several sub-tasks. This is called top-down
design (or step-wise refinement). It is also known as delegation. Think of the boss
in a company; the boss will delegate tasks to the various company officers and wait
for their results before proceeding with the next task. The officers in turn may
delegate some of the work to other flunkies.
When designing a program for some large task, you can’t keep track of both the
―big picture‖ and all the details too. (Some large programs are over 1,000,000
lines long!) The way to do this is top-down design: ignoring the details, decide on
the major sub-tasks that need to be done to complete the overall task. At this point
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you don’t worry about the exact statements to do those tasks. Once this design is
done you then can get started working on each sub-task, one at a time.
In truth, many of the tasks can and should be performed at the same time,
not one at a time. However doing so is an advanced topic not covered in
our course (known as ―parallel programming‖ or ―multi-threading‖).
Each sub-tasks is done with statements in its own (hopefully short) procedure.
When writing the code for some sub-task, you need to ―forget‖ the big picture and
focus only on the task at hand. When done with one sub-task, work on the next. A
―main‖ procedure then invokes each sub-task procedure, one at a time and in the
correct order, in order to complete the overall task.
If some sub-task seems too complex to program directly, it too can be broken down
into sub-tasks (sub-sub-tasks?).
Ideally a procedure should do a single task. (See if you can describe its
purpose without using the word ―and‖.) It should be short enough to fit
on the screen without scrolling, or at least on a single printed page. Note
this is a rule of thumb only and not a strict requirement.
When the initial design is done, before any coding of procedures begins, the design
is documented and each procedure is given a name and very specific requirements.
It is common in fact to create a skeleton program that contains only comments,
modules, classes, and empty procedures known as stub procedures. Even after all
that, coding may need to wait for a design review, testing code to be written
(scaffold code), and a production schedule to be developed (e.g., ―programmer Mo
will complete procedures A, B, and C by the end of the month, while programmer
Jo will complete D, E, and F at the same time. Then after a week of testing and
code review, Mo will work on procedures G and H, ...‖). Only then will a
programmer start coding some procedure.
In real life a programmer will also have responsibilities for testing other
programmer’s code and designs, manning a support desk, finding and
implementing bug fixes, documenting the code (and creating or at least
reviewing end user documentation), and other tasks.
Object-Oriented Design
Not all programs are easily decomposed into a hierarchy of tasks and sub-tasks.
Different design methods can be used for such programs. One important design
method is known as object-oriented design. This will be discussed later in the
course.
Creating and Using Sub Procedures
To create a sub procedure is easy. Just add the statements you want (known as the
procedure’s body) in between these lines:
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Private Sub ProcedureName ()
your code goes here
End Sub
Be sure to add some comments at the top so the reader knows what the procedure
will do when invoked. (Note you could use Public or Friend instead of
Private, but when you only have a single class in the whole program it doesn’t
matter. The rule to follow is ―always use Private unless you have a good reason
not to‖.)
To invoke a Sub procedure is also easy. From some other procedure:
Or:
Or:
Or:

ProcedureName
ProcedureName() ' using the parenthesis, always, is preferred
Call ProcedureName
Call ProcedureName()

To create and call an event handler is exactly the same, except you add a list of the
events the procedure can handle:
Private Sub ProcedureName () Handles something
Passing Parameters (Arguments) to Procedures
Procedures are great, but as defined so far are limited. Every slightly different
tasks needs its own procedure. There’s no way to have a more general purpose
procedure that can do a number of very similar tasks. Or is there?
Consider a simple example of displaying a pop-up window with a message in it.
Without any parameters, every message you want to display would need its own
procedure! Try to imagine what that would be like:
MessageBox.ShowHello()
MessageBox.ShowWorld()
Instead we can pass some data into the procedure, so that the statements inside can
do the same steps but with the different data, every time the procedure is invoked:
MessageBox.Show( "Hello" )
MessageBox.Show( "World!" )
Here I invoke the Show procedure twice, each time with a different argument.
This is much more flexible!
The data passed to a procedure when you call it, is called a parameter or
argument (it depends on who wrote your textbook).
But don’t make your procedures too general, that is don’t have a DoAnything()
procedure. Each procedure should perform a single task, such as display a pop-up
window with some message in it.
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When invoking procedures you can pass in none, one, or more arguments. If you
don’t pass in any, you don’t need the parenthesis after the procedure name if you
don’t want to use them. (I do, because most other languages require them
regardless.) The number of arguments passed must match the number that were
declared when you wrote the procedure. Here’s an example:
Formal
Argument

Formal
Argument

Private Sub Foo ( ByVal subTotal As Decimal, _
ByVal taxRate As Decimal)
Dim tax As Decimal = subTotal * taxRate
MessageBox.Show( "You owe " & _
(subTotal + tax).toString("C2") )
End Sub
Private Sub Bar ()
Dim cost As Decimal = 10.00
Foo( cost + 2, 0.07)
End Sub
Actual
Argument

Actual
Argument

To help distinguish between arguments in a procedure definition and arguments in
a procedure call, some people call the first formal argument and the second
actual arguments. (Others like the term argument only to apply to actual
arguments, and use the term parameter to refer to formal arguments.)
Each actual argument can be a literal value or an arbitrary expression, even one
that involves invoking other functions. It can also be the name of a variable.
However all formal arguments are simply the name of the local variable that will
hold the value passed in.
Before invoking the procedure all the arguments are evaluated. These are made
available to the code by one of two methods (in modern languages anyway):
Pass by copy (sometimes called pass by value) is the most commonly used way.
Each actual argument is copied into a new variable, the formal argument. This
protects the original arguments, since any changes made in the procedure only
affect the copy.
Pass by copy works just like assignment. If the types of the actual and formal
arguments aren’t the same, the actual argument is converted into the correct type
and then assigned to the formal argument. This is the default method in VB.net.
Some languages such as C and Java only support pass by copy.
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(Example of how pass by copy works: make a text file on the desktop “foo.txt”.
Then make a copy of it “bar.txt”. Now make a change to bar.txt and show how
foo.txt is unchanged.)
Pass by reference doesn’t make a copy of the actual argument. Instead the formal
argument is set to refer to the same memory location as the actual argument. (This
is like one person having two phone numbers: no matter which number is called
you get the same person.) Pass by reference can be more efficient than pass by
copy, especially when passing large arrays or objects. However pass by reference
is dangerous! It makes it possible for the code on one procedure to modify a
variable in a different procedure. This is sometimes called a side-effect and can
make debugging much harder than otherwise.
With pass by reference, if the actual argument is not the name of some variable
then the effect is the same as pass by copy. That is, there is no way to access the
changed value once the procedure returns.
(Technically you need to pass an expression called a reference type (or
an L-value), since it is the sort of thing that can appear on the left hand
side of an assignment statement. An expression that can appear on the
right-hand side of an assignment statement is called a value type (or
R-value).
(Example of how pass by reference works: Make a short-cut to foo.txt, “mojo.txt”.
Make a change to mojo.txt and show how foo.txt was also changed. This is
because you have only one file but with two names, or references.)
With VB you indicate for each argument if it is passed by reference or by value
(ByRef or ByVal) when you define the procedure. (You don’t have a choice
when you invoke a procedure, only when it is defined.) Here’s some examples:
Private Sub Square ( ByRef num As Integer )
num = num * num
End Sub
Private Sub AddOne ( ByVal num As Integer )
num = num + 1
End Sub
Private Sub AProcedure ()
Dim x As Integer = 10
AddOne ( x )
MessageBox.Show( x ) ' shows 10
Square ( x+1 )
MessageBox.Show( x ) ' shows 10
Square ( x )
MessageBox.Show( x ) ' shows 100
End Sub
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Note, the names of the variables used for formal or actual arguments don’t
matter, and can be the same name or different names. Since each name is local,
they don’t interfere with each other. (Somewhat more confusing is that when
you pass a reference to some object, even by value, you can change the value of
the properties of that object. This will be covered later in the course.)
VB also allows optional arguments, but only at the end of the list of
arguments. Each is proceeded with the optional keyword. You can
also use ParamArray args() to pass a variable number of arguments.
Creating and Using Function Procedures
Whereas a Sub procedure does something, a Function procedure (or more simply, a
―function‖) calculates something. The value of the function call is specified on a
Return statement, which ends the function. (There is an Exit Sub command
that can terminate a sub procedure call before the end is reached.) A function can
be used as part of a calculation:
Private Function AddOne (ByVal num As Integer) _
As Integer
Return num + 1
End Function
Private Sub AProcedure ()
Dim num As Integer = 10
Dim next As Integer = AddOne ( num )
MessageBox.Show( next ) ' shows 11
num = AddOne( AddOne(num) )
MessageBox.Show( num ) ' shows 12
Other than this difference, you can declare and pass parameters to functions just
as will Sub procedures.
A common mistake is to use a Sub procedure with a ByRef argument
named ―result‖ or some such. Don’t do that! If your procedure
calculates a value and needs to pass that value back, use a function.
Avoid having procedures that both do something and calculate something.
A procedure should do one task only!
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Lecture 8 — Using Multiple Forms, Scope and Lifetime, Assembly Properties
A VB.net Windows (GUI) project can be composed of many windows (or forms).
This can be much more ―polished‖ (professional looking) than using
MessageBox.Show.
The initial form window is called the startup form. To add additional forms, just
use the menu Project-->Add Windows Form..., and select one of the template
forms. (A template form is a pre-build window with controls already added.) The
plain form (―Windows Form‖) is the default template selected.
One thing to do right away is to rename your form from ―Form2.vb‖ to something
useful. Note the name is really the name of the source code file created to support
the form, ―SummaryForm.vb‖ for example.
Most Windows applications have a Help menu item called ―About
nameOfApplication‖ that displays all sort of information about the application:
official name, version number, patching version, plug-in information, copyright,
URL of company, and sometimes other information (author(s), description of
application, links for on-line support, updates, or add-ons, ...) You should add
such a form for all professional projects.
A notable exception is newer Windows applications that use a Ribbon
interface that don’t have a menu bar at all. Instead, click on the cloverleaf button and choose ―nameOfApplication Options‖. Then click on the
―Resources‖ button an you will see the ―About‖ button.
Using the Solution Explorer Window
Once you have more than one form you will find yourself using the solution
explorer window more often. This shows all the files included in the current
project. Using this window you can add files to and remove files from the project,
view code or the Designer view, and view the properties of a form or the whole
project. (You can also do these tasks using the Project menu.)
Setting Assembly Properties
Recall that in VB.net, one or more projects can be part of a single assembly. (Most
of the time there will only be one project in an assembly.) ―Assembly‖ is the .net
name for an executable file (application or DLL). Windows access controls are
based on assemblies, which can be digitally signed. One of the things the CLR
needs to know is the version number of components (other assemblies) used by the
assembly; if not found your assembly won’t run. See Understanding And Using
Assemblies and Namespaces in .NET.
Assemblies can use different versions of the core .NET component libraries (which
are assemblies too) such as mscorlib, Microsoft.VisualBasic, and System. Every
component used by an assembly has a version number to identify it. This is why
you can run several versions of .net on the same host; each application knows the
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versions of components that it needs. Assemblies can be verified by passing an
encryption key to prevent unauthorized changes.
You can set some properties for the assembly. (And some of these properties can
be viewed by right-clicking on a .exe or .dll file and selecting properties.)
Some of the information you can set includes the application’s name, description,
and version number. There are in fact many properties that you can set, but the
GUI dialog in VS only shows a few; you would need to use advanced techniques to
set other properties (adding special code, or editing certain files).
Setting an application’s properties is preferred to hard-coding that information in
the code, say of an About box. Once set for the assembly, you can use those
properties anywhere in your code (e.g., the text of an About box or splash screen)
by retrieving them using the My.Application.Info object. For example:
ApplicationNameLbl.Text = My.Application.Info.ProductName
VersionLbl.Text = My.Application.Info.Version.ToString()
To set assembly properties, choose Properties from the Project menu, or open ―My
Project‖ from the Solution Explorer window.
There are several properties you can set from here. The most complex is the
version number. All the assembly properties are stored in the text file
AssemblyInfo.vb, which you can edit directly if you wish. You can also
change the icon (browse for a .ico file) that shows for your application. (Note
there are a number of free online tools that will convert .gif files to .ico files.)
Version Numbering in .net
The version number of an application (―Assembly version‖) typically consists of a
series of numbers, each in the range 0 to 65534. One common scheme is to use
major.minor.revision. The .net scheme uses 4 numbers major.minor.build.revision
(see Version System), where:
 The major number only increments for a complete redesign of the code, a new
user interface, or total new functionality. (Or, the marketing department
insisted.) A new major number should be assigned if the new version is not
compatible with the old version. When the major number changes the minor an
revision numbers generally get reset to zero.
 The minor number increments for non-major changes that are user visible,
such as huge bug has been fixed (or a set of them), a performance improvement,
or some added or changed functionality that didn’t warrant having the major
number increment. Newer (higher) minor numbers (but the same major
number) should indicate the new version is backward compatible with the
previous version.
 The build number changes every time you make a public release. (That is, you
re-compiled the code and selected the result to be make available.) You have
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different build numbers when recompiling for a different platform, CPU type,
or new compiler version. Typically these are based on the date of the release
and can be a timestamp (number of seconds or milliseconds since 1/1/1970
00:00:00 GMT) or YYYYMMDD, or just some small number that you keep
track of within your organization, so you know which date a build number
indicates. (MS Office uses this scheme: MMDD, where MM is the number of
months since the year the product was first released and DD is the day of the
month. So for Office 2003 a build number of 3417 indicate a build on Oct. 17,
2005.)
 The revision number (a.k.a. patch number, bugfix number) increments every
time changes are committed to the source code. ―Committed‖ has a specific
meaning here; this is an action done when using some source code
control/revision/management system.
Some applications use major.minor.build-days.build-seconds instead.
Non-.net executables may use entirely different schemes.
When an application depends on another assembly, it will specify the assembly
name and version number it needs (in a file AssemblyInfo.vb). If that version
can’t be found your application won’t run. You can specify just a major (or
major.minor) version number. See AssemblyVersionAttribute for details.
To avoid having to re-build clients when you make minor (compatible)
changes to some assembly, it is common to leave the minor, build, and
revision numbers at zero all the time.
It is possible to have VS automatically set the build and revision number for you.
You must specify the version number as ―major.minor.*‖ which causes the build
number to be set to the number of days since 1/1/2000 (local time), and the
revision number to be set to the number of seconds since midnight local time,
divided by 2.
There are two version numbers you can set. The Assembly Version reflects the
version of the specification of the assembly. This is most important when your
assembly is a DLL. It changes when the API changes (types or methods added,
modified or removed), or when the semantics of the API change (a method now
does something functionally different). The File Version reflects the distribution.
It changes when the binary image (the .exe or .dll) of the assembly changes, even
when the Assembly Version does not. It is this version (plus the assembly name)
that uniquely identifies the system to Windows.
While in theory the File Version allows any string to be used as a value, it is highly
recommended to use the same four number version string scheme as for the
Assembly Version number (and in fact, you can use the same value for both).
Version numbering schemes change over time and can be very confusing.
Sun and other organizations have taken to have two version numbers for
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products, an internal number, and a number determined by the marketing
department that is hopefully more user-friendly.
Creating a Splash Screen
A splash screen is a type of window that quickly loads and displays when an
application is loading. This is useful since many applications can take a very long
time to load and display a complete user interface. Displaying a splash screen
during this time gives feedback to the user that the program is indeed starting.
Some splash screens include a progress bar to indicate the loading progress. This
is especially useful when some application has a lot of plug-ins (add-ons) to load.
VB.net includes a template splash screen, a type of form only the window doesn’t
have a title bar or scroll bar. This standard splash screen includes the same sort of
assembly information that commonly appears on an About window.
Once you add to your project and set up the splash screen the way you want, you
need to set it to display first. You can select a form to use for a splash screen from
the project properties page. This form displays while the ―startup form‖ is being
created and displayed. Once it is ready to go the splash screen automatically
disappears.
For simple startup forms, the splash screen can disappear so quickly the
user has no chance to see it. You can force the splash screen to stay
visible for a minimum amount of time (say 3 or 4 seconds, or more) but
doing so requires advanced techniques. Your book shows how to delay
the closing of the splash screen, but if it has been visible for 10 seconds
already you don’t really want to keep it visible for another 5 seconds!
The correct technique is to start a timer when the splash screen loads.
When the startup form is ready, the splash screen stays up until the timer
expires; if it has already expired you close the splash screen at once.
There is an Assembly property you can set for this, but it is tricky to do
so. See My.Application.MinimumSplashScreenDisplayTime.
Working with Forms
Using forms works the same as for dialogs. You can show them either modally or
modelessly, using Show (modeless) or ShowDialog (modal). (See discussion on
page 57.)
You can hide a form with Hide. This sets the forms Visible property to
False. (You can also change that to True or False to show and hide a form).
You can also use Close. If the form is shown modelessly Close completely
removes it from memory. You would have to create a new instance of it with show
to view it again. But if a form is modal than Close is the same as Hide. so if
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you later make it visible again, the same form (with previous state —textbox
contents, checkbox and radio button choices—intact).
Like all controls, Forms have various events associated with them. You can put
code in the appropriate event handler to do something when a form is Loaded
(created but not yet made visible), Activated (each time the form is made visible),
FormClosed (occurs when the form is closed), and several others too.
Forms have lifecycle or milestone events that occur in order: Load,
Activated, Paint, Deactivate, FormClosing, FormClosed.
To have the VS Designer tool create stub event handlers for forms is easy. Like all
controls you just double-click on the from; this will create a Load event handler.
To have VS create stubs for other event handlers, you view the code for some
form. At the top-left, where is shows ―General‖, select ―(NameOfForm
Events)‖. From the top-right, where it shows ―(Declarations)‖, select the
event handler you want to create.
You can also create these from the Designer window (for any control, not just
forms). Select the control (the form), and in the properties window, click on the
Events button (the one with the lightning bolt). You can then double-click on any
event shown to create a stub handler for it.
Review of Scope and Lifetime (See page 36)
Block/local scope: visible from the point of declaration to the end of the block it
was declared in.
Class/module scope: visible throughout a class or module.
Name hiding: occurs when a local variable has the same name as a class/module
one. Use Me.name to refer to a hidden class/module scoped variable.
Block/procedure lifetime: the variable/object is created when the flow of control
passes through the declaration, and it is destroyed when the block/procedure
end is reached.
Whole project lifetime: The variable/object is created when the project loads
(roughly) and remains in memory until the project exits.
Using modifiers to change the scope, lifetime, and other attributes
Using Static to change lifetime: Normally block/local variables have
block/procedure lifetime, and class/module variables have whole project lifetime.
You can declare a local variable using Static to change its lifetime to whole
project, but this doesn’t change the scope.
Using access modifiers to change scope: While there is no way to change the
scope of block/local variables, variables and procedures with class/module scope
can be declared to make them visible from other classes/modules.
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 Use Private to prevent such access from outside the current class/module,
 use Friend to allow access from any class/module in the same assembly, and
 use Public to allow access from anywhere. (Unless your project type is DLL,
there’s no real difference between Friend and Public.)
There is also Protected, which allows a class scoped variable or
procedure to be accessed from a derived class. (This requires inheritance,
which will be discussed later.)
You can use Protected with Friend.
You should prefer to use Private unless you have a reason not to.
There are other modifiers too, that don’t affect access, such as Static (remember
this applies only to local variables), ReadOnly, Const, and Shared (applies
only to class variables and will be discussed later.)
Use the ReadOnly modifier to define a variable that needs to be
initialized with a non-constant value, but should never change after
initialization. The difference between ReadOnly properties and Const
properties is when they are resolved. The value of a Const property is
hard coded into the CIL at compile time. The value of a ReadOnly
property is determined dynamically at runtime . Also, ReadOnly fields
are per-instance (per-object) by default, whereas Const fields are
implicitly Shared. If in doubt, prefer to use Const.
Namespaces
A namespace is hierarchical way to group modules and classes. All projects have a
default, or root namespace (by default, the same name as the project itself). All
classes and modules have a (fully) qualified name; so the class Foo in the
namespace Bar has the qualified name Bar.Foo. Some of the standard .net
classes and modules have very long qualified names.
To let the compiler know you will be referring to classes and modules in some
namespace, you use the Imports namespace statement. This allow you to use
the unqualified class/module name in your code. (Your project must include a
reference to a namespace before it can be used. A number are added automatically
from the VS template used. See the References tab on the My Project properties
window.) The References tab on the project Properties window also allows you to
define imported namespaces.
If you don’t import the namespace, you will need to use the qualified names of
classes and modules.
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In VB.net 2008. you can also import classes and modules, to allow you to refer to
their properties and procedures using unqualified names. You can also create
aliases:
System.Console.WriteLine("Hello")
or:
Imports System
Console.WriteLine("Hello")
or:
Imports System.Console
WriteLine("Hello")
or:
Imports Con = system.Console
Con.WriteLine("Hello")
Building Assemblies
When you build your project, an assembly is created. This is either a .exe or a .dll
file. In either case the resulting executable depends on the .net runtime being
installed. So if you send someone a copy of your wonderful .exe and they don’t
have the correct version of .net installed, it won’t run.
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Lecture 9 — Control Structures Part 2: Loops, List (and Combo) Controls, Printing
Most applications need to deal with lists of things. For example, several of the
previous programming assignments were only ―toy‖ problems; a purchase order
should keep a list of items in the order for example. A group of data items is called
a collection. VB.net supports different types of collections, such as arrays
(discussed later).
In this section we will learn about the two collection controls, ListBox and
ComboBox. You will also learn how to use loops to iterate over the items in a
collection. (Additionally printing and ―With‖ and ―Using‖ statements are
covered.)
List Boxes and Combo Boxes
These two controls are very similar. A Listbox allows the user to select one or
more items from a list, rather than typing in values in a TextBox or using a group
of RadioButtons or CheckBoxButtons. For both controls, you can control how
many items of the list are visible at once, if scrollbars should appear when there are
more items in the list than can show.
Listboxes (but not ComboBoxes) allow multiple selections from the list
(SelectionMode can be None (a read-only list), One, MultiSimple (select
each item by clicking on it) and MultiExtended (select each item by controlclicking, or ranges by shift-clicking)).
A ComboBox is similar to a ListBox with a TextBox attached at the top. You can
then enter an item not in the list; such an item can be added to the list (or not), in
essence allowing the list to remember the user’s previous entries.
ComboBoxes also support the common ―drop-down‖ list style with the
―DropDownStyle property: ―Simple‖ (works like a ListBox but with an
editable item), ―DropdownList‖ (no editable item), ―DropDown‖ normal dropdown combo box).
You can set the max number of items to appear in the drop-down list before
scrollbars appear (―MaxDropDownItems‖), but this only works (in VB.net
2008) if the ―IntegralHeight‖ property is set to False. (You can do that, or
set the DropDownHeight property to some number of pixels instead.)
Because of the space-savings, ComboBoxes are more commonly used
than ListBoxes. However a combination of a ListBox and a TextBox (and
optionally some buttons) is more powerful.
The items that appear in the control are kept in a property Items, which is a type
of collection object. You can add (Add(item)'at end, Insert(item,index))
and remove items (Clear(), Remove(item), RemoveAt(index)) to this
collection anytime, count the items in the collection (count()), test the collection
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to see if it contains some item (Contain(item)), and get or change any item
(Item(index)). You can refer to items in the collection by their index (or
position) in the collection, where the first item has index of zero.
If the Items collection has Sorted property set to True, the index
(position) of items will automatically change whenever the collection is
updated. In that case, you must be very careful to use the correct index:
Dim index As Integer = Items.IndexOf(item)
Items.Item(index) = newValue
And don’t use Insert(index) to add items to a sorted list as the
position will change anyway.
In many cases the items in a list (or a menu for that matter) are determined
at runtime, not design-time. Often the items come from a file or database
query result.
To add the value typed by the user in a ComboBox, use the Add method to add the
value of the Text property to the Items collection.
To add the user-entered item of a ComboBox to the list after the user hits
the enter key, add code similar to this to your form:
Private Sub ComboBox1_KeyDown(ByVal sender As System.Object, _
ByVal e As System.Windows.Forms.KeyEventArgs) _
Handles ComboBox1.KeyDown
If e.KeyCode = Keys.Return Then
Dim newItem As String = ComboBox1.Text
If Not ComboBox1.Items.Contains(newItem) Then
ComboBox1.Items.Add(ComboBox1.Text)
End If
End If
End Sub

This intercepts each key press (don’t use the KeyPress event as it doesn’t
get called for Enter and some other keys). If it was the Enter (Return) key
then the Text property contains the item we wish to add to the list. But
you don’t want duplicates in the list, so that is checked before adding.
(Note if the form has an Accept Button set, a ComboBox won’t see the
enter key press!)
ComboBoxes include an “AutoComplete” feature, where the user can start typing
the name of some item and the pop-up (tool-tip-like) suggestion list can appear
(AutoCompeteMode=―Suggest‖), or the item name can be auto-completed
(AutoCompeteMode=―Append‖), or both
(AutoCompeteMode=―SuggestAppend‖). The source of the suggestions need
not be the items in the list but usually should be. Other choices such as URLs or
filenames are more useful for ComboBoxes where the user can enter in something
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not in the list already. Use the AutoCompleteSource property to set the source
(usually ―ListItems‖).
Selecting Items
You can programmatically select one or more items in a ListBox. You can also
select text in a TextBox control. There are several methods that allow you to select
all or part of the text, or to position the cursor (I-beam, or insertion point) within
the text. Most commonly you use .SelectAll method to select all of the text
shown.
For a ListBox the situation is more complex. There may be no items selected or
more than one (depending on the SelectionMode). If the mode only permits a
single item to be selected, you can see which item is selected (or select one) using
the SelectedIndex property. This is the (zero-based) index of the currently
selected item. Negative one (-1) is returned if no item is selected. You can also set
this property to an index value (or -1), to change the selected item.
When multiple selections are allowed, the SelectedIndices property returns a
collection containing the indexes to all items that are selected in the ListBox.
There is also a similar SelectedItems property. Note if the selection mode
permits multiple selections the SelectedIndex property will return the index of
one of the selected items, but there is no guarantee about which one.
Loops
It is often the case that you need to repeat some sequence of instructions. For
example ―re-enter your password:‖. You could simply copy and paste the
password reading (and parsing) code, to have two copies (one right after another).
But that is not efficient! What you’d like to do is say do the following sequence of
instructions twice.
Or consider ―Do you want to play again?‖, which starts playing some game again
if the answer is yes, and quits if the answer is no. In this case you can’t copy-andpaste, since a bored user might play dozens of times; how many times will you
copy the code? What you’d like to do in this case is say do the following sequence
of instructions until the user says “no”.
A loop is a sequence of instructions that can be executed over and over. Each time
the instructions are executed is called an iteration of the loop. The sequence of
instructions of a loop are called the loop body.
There are no restrictions on which statements can go in a loop body, or
how many statements. You can put If statements in there, or even other
(whole) loops. When you have loops inside loops, the inner loop is called
a nested loop.
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No matter what the situation that calls for repetition, no matter what programming
language you use, there are only two types of loops:
 Counting loops are used to iterate a fixed number of times. It doesn’t matter if
you know that number when you write the program, as long as the number is
known when the loop is executed at runtime.
 Sentinel Loops are used to iterate an indefinite number of times. In this case,
you iterate over the loop, check if you’re done; if not, repeat.
Test: What kind of loop is called for in these situations?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Enter your email address twice.
Allow 4 attempts max to enter the correct password.
Read a data file, one record at a time, until the end.
Play a game until the user chooses to quit.
Check the temperature every 2 minutes and turn on the A/C if too hot.
Total the prices of all items in a purchase order.
Send a bill reminder to every student who owes HCC money.

All languages support both types of loop, including VB.net. In many cases several
variations of both types are available, for convenience.
In VB.net, use Do loops when you need a sentinel loop and use a For-Next loop
when you need a counting loop. (In reality you can implement a counting loop
with Do, and sentinel loops with For-Next, but that would be confusing to the
reader.)
Do Loops
The most commonly used sentinel loop looks like this:
statement
statement
Do While condition
loop body
Loop
statement
statement
In this case the condition is evaluated (it is a Boolean expression, just as for If
statements discussed previously). If it evaluates to True then the loop body is
executed (a single iteration). When the end of the loop is reached, the condition is
evaluated again. As long as it evaluates to True the loop will continue to repeat
(iterate). Note if the condition evaluates to False the first time, the loop body never
gets executed.
VB.net provides 3 variations of this loop. The first one is:
Do Until condition
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which is exactly the same as using ―Do While Not condition‖.
The other two variants look like this:
Do
loop body
Loop While condition
Which first iterates over the loop body, then evaluates the condition to see if the
loop should repeat. In this case the loop body will always be executed at least
once. (This type of loop is very rarely useful!)
The last variant is the same except using ―Loop Until condition‖.
For – Next Loops
When processing collections such as the items in a ListBox (or the items in an
array), it is very easy to determine the number of items in the collection. Because
of this, to iterate over some statements for each item in a collection, a counting
loop is most often used.
Counting loops use a loop control variable (often just called ―i‖ or ―index‖) to
keep track of how many iterations have been done. For example, suppose you
determine a ListBox of email addresses has 10 items (―numItems =
EmailListBox.Items.Count‖). To send an email message to each one you
could use code such as this:
Dim index As Integer
For index = 0 To numItems - 1
email = EmailListBox.Items.item(index)
...rest of loop body...
Next index
' the variable name here is optional
Remember that collection indexes start at zero and not 1, so in a list of 10
items, the indexes range from 0 to 9, not 1 to 10. Hence the ―- 1‖ above.
In the first iteration, index (the loop control variable) gets set to 0. (This is the
initial value and can be any numeric expression.) For each iteration this variable is
incremented. As long as the value is less than or equal to the test value the loop
repeats. (So if you examine the value of index after the loop ends, it will have the
value of ―testValue+1‖.)
To keep things simpler you can declare the loop control variable as part of the For
statement:
For index As Integer = 0 to 9
If you do this the scope of the loop control variable is different (show LoopDemo).
Normally after each iteration the loop control variable is incremented by one. This
is called the default step value. You can define any step value you want:
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For index = 0 to 9 Step 2
For index = 9 to 0 Step -1
Changing the initial value, test value, or step value in the loop body has no
effect on the number of iterations the loop will perform! However you can
change the value of the loop control variable, and when the current iteration ends,
the new value will be compared to the test value.
Exiting Loops Early (Exit (For|Do) Statement)
Sometimes when iterating over a set of data, you discover that you can’t continue.
For example, reading data records from a file and right in the middle you find the
file has been deleted or corrupted. In such cases you can’t continue the rest of the
iterations.
Rather than abort the program (say by throwing an Exception) you can exit the
loop early, and continue on with the rest of the program. The ―Exit For‖ and ―Exit
Do‖ statements will cause the flow of control to continue with the statement
following the loop. (Other languages use a ―break‖ statement for this.) Often you
use this like so:
If can’t continue Then
Exit Do
End If
Infinite Loops
An infinite or endless loop is one that logically would iterate forever:
Do While True
loop body
Loop
Such loops are occasionally useful. Consider the case of a program to monitor
smoke detectors and sound an alarm in the event of a fire. The statements for that
should be repeated continuously.
The sentinel loops variants provided in VB.net (and indeed, in most computer
languages) have the test of the condition either at the top or the bottom. But
occasionally it is more convenient to have the test in the middle! Consider this
(console) application code snippit (a snippit is an incomplete portion of a
program):
Do While True
Console.Write("Enter your Pasword: ")
password = Console.ReadLine()
If CheckPassword(password) Then
Exit Do ' The password was correct
End If
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Console.WriteLine("Incorrect Password!")
Loop
In this example there are some parts of the loop body you want to perform before
the check (as with a ―Do ... Loop While‖) and some parts after the check (as with a
―Do While ... Loop‖). You can code this using a standard Do While loop, but only
if you duplicate some code (try it!).
Starting the Next Loop Iteration (Continue (For|Do) Statement)
When processing files that contain data records, sometime you find a ―bad‖ record
that can’t or shouldn’t be processed. But you don’t want to abort the whole loop
with Exit, you just want to skip ahead to the start of the next iteration.
The Continue For (or Continue Do) statement does exactly this. Use it
inside of a loop, in an If statement.
Printing Overview
Printing in old versions of VB was as simple as Printer.Print("Hello").
Those days are long gone. Modern VB.net uses the .net printing system. This is
much more complicated, but also much more powerful. In a modern application
users will expect a Page Setup... menu item, in addition to a Print...
menu item (and possibly a Print Preview... menu item). The standard
accelerator keys are ―u‖ for Page Setup, ―v‖ for Print Preview, and ―p‖ for Print.
In addition the Print menu should have a shortcut key of control+p. Generally the
print functions are in the File menu, with separators before and after.
The printing support built into VB is very low-level. You essentially ―paint‖ each
page to be sent to the printer, one page at a time. This is why most prefer to use
third party printing controls such as Crystal Reports, to produce reports and other
types of formatted output easily.
There is support for printing a lot of text, with automatic line-wrapping. If
you use this, you lose the ability to have styled text (where some of the text is in a
different font and/or style then the rest), page headers and footers, background
graphics (―watermarks‖), etc. A printing demo showing this, including page setup
and print preview, is available on the website.
Printing with a Print Dialog
Printing in old versions of VB was as simple as Printer.Print("Hello").
The basic steps for printing are: First you create a new instance of the
PrintDocument class (that is, add the PrintDocument control).
Next you can set some properties such as DefaultPageSettings and
PrinterSettings, that describe how to print and which printer to use. A
dialog can be used to allow the user to change these settings. (Note you don’t set
font and color properties here; those are set when you actually print something.)
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For more complex applications, such as MS Word, you can create
PrintDocument objects for each document you might need to print. Each
PrintDocument contains the print settings for that document.
Next you show the print dialog. If the user hits OK then it is time to print.
Call PrintDocument.Print method to actually print the document. Invoking
the PrintDocument.Print method simply ―raises‖ the
PrintDocument.PrintPage event. You need to supply a handler to
perform the document layout for printing. Here’s the code to use to start the
print process:
Private Sub PrintToolStripMenuItem1_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, _
ByVal e As System.EventArgs) _
Handles PrintToolStripMenuItem1.Click
If PrintDialog1.ShowDialog() = DialogResult.OK Then
' Reset the page number:
PageNumber = 1
' Set up a StringReader to fetch lines from the textbox:
' (Note you can use IO.StreamReader to read from a file)
reader = New IO.StringReader(TextBox1.Text)
' Now ready to print:
PrintDocument1.Print()
End If
End Sub

In this event handler you actually draw the page to be printed, positioning every
line of text and every graphic on the page. You must also determine (on your own)
how to break up paragraphs of text into individual lines, how to print page headers
and footers, odd/even pages, graphics (e.g., watermarks, logos, change bars), etc.
Use the Graphics property of the PrintPageEventArgs object (that is
passed to the PrintDocument.PrintPage event handler) to specify the
output to print. (Think of the Graphics property as representing the ―canvas‖
you use to paint the page.) When this event handler returns, the .net system will
send the page you drew to the selected printer.
The Graphics object (which is a property of the ―e‖ event object passed in to
your event handler) has many usefule properties and methods you can use,
including a number of ―DrawSomething‖ and ―FillSomething‖ methods. One very
useful function defined named MeasureString. In one overloaded version you
can pass it a rectangle and it will wrap the text to fit lines inside that, and return an
object with properties that says how much text fit, and how many lines it was. In
my demo (Stolen from MSDN docs) I used this to print a page at a time, but you
can use this to break up long lines on a line by line basis; this allows you to add
headers and footers.
If the document you are printing is longer than one page, the event handler gets
called once for each page to print. This is controlled by your setting
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―e.HasMorePages‖ in the event handler to True, if you want another PrintPage
event to be raised. Note it is up to you to keep track of where you left off
printing, and to reset that when a new print job is started!
Here’s some sample code for the PrintDocument.PrintPage event handler:
' This is the method that gets called for each page to be printed:
Private Sub PrintDocument1_PrintPage(ByVal sender As Object, _
ByVal e As System.Drawing.Printing.PrintPageEventArgs) _
Handles PrintDocument1.PrintPage
Dim charactersOnPage As Integer = 0
Dim linesPerPage As Integer = 0
Dim thefont As Font = TextBox1.Font
' Sets the value of charactersOnPage to the number of characters
' of stringToPrint that will fit within the bounds of the page:
e.Graphics.MeasureString(stringToPrint, thefont, e.MarginBounds.Size, _
StringFormat.GenericTypographic, charactersOnPage, linesPerPage)
' Draw the string within the bounds of the page, automatically line-wrapping:
e.Graphics.DrawString(stringToPrint, thefont, Brushes.Black, _
e.MarginBounds, StringFormat.GenericTypographic)
' Remove the portion of the string that has been printed:
stringToPrint = stringToPrint.Substring(charactersOnPage)
' Check to see if more pages are to be printed:
e.HasMorePages = stringToPrint.Length > 0
' If there are no more pages, reset the string to be printed:
If Not e.HasMorePages Then
stringToPrint = documentContents
End If
End Sub

When printing multiple pages you often want to keep track of the page
number that is often shown in a page header or page footer. This should
be declared as a class variable, so it’s value is remembered between calls.
(Your text shows declaring this as a local Static variable, but in that
case it is difficult to reset the page count to 1 for the next print job! If you
use a class-scoped variable, you can reset this in the print menu item
handlers (so reset each time they call print or print preview).
Using Page Setup Dialogs
A page setup dialog allows a user to control items such as margins, headers,
footers, and possibly other things (e.g., line numbers, show invisible characters,
...). If you want your application to remember the user’s page settings between
calls, you need to create a couple of objects the dialog will use to store the user
choices. Here is some code to set up a PageSetupDialog control, with some
custom settings:
Private Sub PrintingDemoMainForm_Load(ByVal sender As Object, _
ByVal e As System.EventArgs) _
Handles Me.Load
' Initialize the Page Setup dialog with default printing settings:
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With PageSetupDialog1
' Setup the Page Setup dialog control with default values:
.PageSettings = New System.Drawing.Printing.PageSettings
.PrinterSettings = New System.Drawing.Printing.PrinterSettings
' Customize (but without additional effort, help, network printing
' won't work:
.AllowPrinter = True
.ShowHelp = True
.ShowNetwork = True
End With
' Customize the PrintDialog and PrintPreviewdialog:
PrintDialog1.AllowPrintToFile = True
PrintPreviewDialog1.PrintPreviewControl.Zoom = 1.0 ' 100%
End Sub

And here’s the simple code to show the page setup dialog:
' Display the "Page Setup..." dialog:
Private Sub PrintToolStripMenuItem_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, _
ByVal e As System.EventArgs) _
Handles PrintToolStripMenuItem.Click
PageSetupDialog1.ShowDialog()
End Sub

Using Print Preview Dialogs
Print Preview works very much like printing. You show the dialog which causes
print page events. You can use the same or a different event handler for print
preview as for the print dialog (for example, by creating a separate PrintDocument
for it with its own PrintPage event handler). Here’s some sample code:
Private Sub PrintPreviewToolStripMenuItem_Click( _
ByVal sender As System.Object, _
ByVal e As System.EventArgs) _
Handles PrintPreviewToolStripMenuItem.Click
ReadDocument() ' Initialize the String holding the text to print
PrintPreviewDialog1.Document = PrintDocument1
PrintPreviewDialog1.ShowDialog()
End Sub

With and Using Blocks
Like the Imports statement, the With and Using statements make your code
easier to read and write. Imports allows you to use short names instead of
qualified names for classes, properties, and procedures. Often it happens you need
to write several statements that access properties or invoke procedures of a single
object. A With statement starts a block in which you can just type the names of
properties and procedures. For example:
With ListBox1.items
Dim numitems = .count
.SelectedItem = -1 ' means no item is selected
End With
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A Using block is similar. It allows you to create a block with one or more blockscoped variables that refer to system resources. These go away at the end of the
Using block, automatically. Otherwise you must manually call Dispose on
each system resource you created. (Basically the Using block behaves exactly
like a Try-Finally block, with the Dispose calls in the Finally clause.) It
looks something like this:
Using myFont As New Font("Arial", 14.0F, FontStyle.Bold)
e.Graphics.DrawString("hello", myFont, Xpos, Ypos)
End Using
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Lecture 10 — Arrays and Structures
Overview of Arrays
An array is a ordered collection of values. Each value is called an element of the
array. An array is similar to the collection Items in a ListBox (just the collection,
no GUI aspect). Each value in the array has an index which is its position in the
collection. The first value has an index of zero, not one. (Sometimes the index
is referred to as a subscript.)
You can think of an array as an ordered collection (a list) of variables,
except that the variables don’t have individual names. Instead you refer to
the variables in the array using the array’s name plus a number that
indicates the variable’s position in the collection.
To read or write the value stored in a regular variable (known as a scalar variable),
you just use its name:
someVariable = someValue
Console.WriteLine(someVariable)
If you have an array called fooArray, to access some value you must provide
both the name of the array and the index of the value you want to access (in
parenthesis):
fooArray(0) = someValue
Console.WriteLine( fooArray(0) )
The index need not be a literal integer. It can be any expression that evaluated
to an integer. So the following statements all produce the same result:
Dim x As Integer = 2, y As Integer = 2
Console.Write( fooArray(2) )
Console.Write( fooArray(x) )
Console.Write( fooArray(y) )
Console.Write( fooArray(5 * 2 - 8) )
One big advantage to using arrays is that the index can be computed. You can
refer to one element or a different one based on evaluating some expression; try
that with regular variables:
If studentID = 1 Then
name = student0001.Name
ElseIf studentID = 2 Then
name = student0001.Name
...
(HCC has over 40,000 students!) Storing student objects in an array makes this
trivial: ―name = StudentArray(studentID)‖.
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Arrays are easy to work with, using a For-Next loop. Using the loop control
variable as the index allows your code to easily iterate over every element in the
collection. You can read or write each element individually.
You can refer to the whole collection by just using the array name (with no
subscript).
Many students get fooled into thinking ―fooArray(x)‖ and ―fooArray(y)‖
must refer to two different elements in the array because they look different. In
fact these two expressions may or may not refer to the same value; it depends on
the current values of x and y when the program’s flow of control reaches those
statements.
Also confusing may be the fact that the following refer to different
element of the array:
Dim x as Integer = 2
Console.Write( fooArray(x) )
x = 3
Console.Write( fooArray(x) )
Arrays have many uses and are very commonly used. They are collections, used to
hold information that you can use it later. For example, suppose you have a
shopping cart full of DVDs from amazon.com. The items in the cart could be kept
in a file or database, but that would make it difficult and slow to access the data.
Instead you could keep the items in an Array.
Sometimes the data comes from (interactive) forms (that is, a human). If you need
to examine the data that was entered a second time later, it would not be a good
idea to force the use to re-enter all the data! Instead you should save it in an array.
It isn’t always useful to save the data. Only do so if you know you will
need to examine it again later. Most tasks don’t need that, you can read
the data, process it right away, and forget it.
Arrays can be useful when you have a bunch of similar data items. For example,
suppose you need to analyze a 25 question multiple choice text. You need to keep
track of how many students got each question wrong, so you can later tell which
questions were too hard. Each question needs a simpler Integer variable to keep
count of how many students got that question wrong. As each test is scanned, if
the student got questions 2, 11, 12, and 29 wrong, you need to add one to the
counter for question 2 (that is, ―one more student got this question wrong‖), the
counter for question 11, 12, and 29. Then you repeat by scanning the next test. At
the end each of the integers will have the count of how many students got that
particular question wrong.
While you could simply declare 25 integers with names like ―question1Counter‖,
―question2Counter‖, etc., an array ―questionCounters‖ would work much better.
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Your code would look something like ―questionCounters(questionNumber) += 1‖.
(Your book calls this sort of use an array of accumulators.
Declaring Arrays
In most computer languages you declare an array by specifying the size (number of
elements in the array). Not in VB! In VB you specify the maximum (upper)
index value. In most languages the size is fixed once you declare the array; in VB
you can resize an array to add or remove elements.
All the elements in an array are of the same type. (This is true in most
languages.) When you declare an array, you specify the number and type of the
elements; the type of the array itself is an ―object of type Array‖. There are several
different ways allowed to do this; the following are all equivalent:
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim

foo(5) As Integer
' Preferred
foo() As Integer = {0,0,0,0,0,0}
foo As Integer() = {0,0,0,0,0,0}
foo() As Integer = new Integer(){0,0,0,0,0,0}

(Other, seemingly similar forms of array declarations are not legal in VB.)
Except for the first form of declaration shown above, you must supply a list of
initial values. VB will count these and set the max index value appropriately.
Note that when using the first (preferred) form, the elements of the array are
automatically initialized to appropriate values.
An array is an object, and the array name is a simple variable that holds one
object. You can create new objects of any type at any time using the ―New‖
operator, and assign them to variables. Consider the following:
Dim foo(5) As String
Dim bar() As String
bar = foo
foo(2) = "Hello"
MessageBox.Show( bar(2) )
foo = new String() {"one",
MessageBox.Show( foo(2) )
MessageBox.Show( bar(2) )

' shows Hello
"two", "three"}
' shows three
' shows Hello

Iterating Over an Array Using For Each - Next Loops
You can iterate over each item in any collection (including arrays) using a
traditional For-Next loop. Here’s an example:
Dim nameArray(30) of String
...
For i As Integer = 0 To nameArray.Length-1
Dim name As String = nameArray(i)
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Console.WriteLine( name )
Next i
In the above code I used the Length property of the array. Note you must
subtract one from that! In this case nameArray has 31 elements with indexes
from 0 to 30. If you didn’t subtract one, an exception would be thrown when you
tried to access nameArray(31).
Alternatively you can use ―name.GetUpperBound(0)‖ which returns the
maximum index value. (Personally I find ―.Length-1‖ to be more readable, but
note this property only works on one dimensional arrays.)
To make this very common sort of loop easier, VB provides a ―For Each‖ loop.
Using For Each - Next, the above loop could be rewritten as:
Dim nameArray(30) of String
...
For Each name As String In nameArray
Console.WriteLine( name )
Next name
In some cases a For-Next loop is preferable to a For Each-Next loop. This
can happen when knowing the index of some element is important.
Operations on Arrays
The Array class (and thus, all Array objects) have many useful methods (See Array
Members). Some of these include:






Clone — Creates a shallow copy of an array
CopyTo — Creates a deep copy of an array
Array.Copy — Copies a range of elements from one array to another
GetLength — Number of elements in the array in the specified dimension
GetUpperBound — The highest index (which is the length minus 1) of some
specified dimension
 Equals — Does nothing useful! To compare two arrays you must use your own
code; see if they have the same length (and number of dimensions, known as
the rank of the array) and that the corresponding elements are equal to each
other, something such as this (for one dimensional arrays only):
Function ArrayEquals(ByRef arr1 As Array, _
ByRef arr2 As Array) As Boolean
If Not arr1.GetLength(0) = arr2.GetLength(0) Then
Return False ' Different lengths, so not the same
End If
For i As Integer = 0 To arr1.GetUpperBound(0)
If Not arr1(i) = arr2(i) Then
Return False ' Not the same
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End If
Next i
Return True
End Function

' All elements equal, so the same

 IndexOf, LastIndexOf — The index of the first (last) element with a specified
value
 Exists — Returns True or False if a specified value is in the array
 Sort — Sorts the elements in an array
 Array.BinarySearch — Very fast search for some value, in a sorted array
 Array.Clear — Re-initial a range of elements
 Array.Reverse — Reverses the order of elements in the array
 Array.Resize — Extend or lop off elements to / from a one-dimensional array.
(For more general resizing use the ReDim statement.) Resizing a large array
can take a long time, since the system creates a new array, copies elements
from the old array, then replaces the old array with the new one.
 Length — a property (not a procedure) that returns the total number of elements
in an array (even for multi-dimensional arrays)
Searching Arrays
If you have an array of Students for example, you will need to search the array to
find a particular student, by finding the one object in the array that has StudentID
equal to some value. This is known as a lookup. The value to be looked up should
be unique so no two objects in the array have the same value. The value to be
looked up is called the key.
The basic search method is to start at the beginning and examine every element
until you find the one you want, or reach the end of the collection. This is called
linear search. With this method, you could get lucky and find the element you
want right away, or it could be near the end of the collection. On average you will
need to search through half the list (we say that ―linear search has big-O of n/2‖).
Here’s some sample code:
Function LinearSearch (ByVal ID As Integer) _
As Student
For Each Student in StudentArray
If Student.ID = ID Then
Return Student
End If
Next
Return Null ' Student not in array!
End Function
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Sometimes it is better to return the index of the found item, for example if you
need to delete the item from the array. Here’s a version of LinearSearch that
returns the index, or -1 if there is no such Student object in the array:
Function LinearSearch (ByVal ID As Integer) _
As Integer
Dim i As Integer
For i = 0 To StudentArray.GetUpperbound(0)
If StudentArray(i).ID = ID Then
Return i
End If
Next
Return -1 ' Student not in array!
End Function
The key doesn’t have to be a single property, although most of the time it
is. For example, while Students have a Student ID property that can be
used to uniquely identify a student, a Person object has no such ID. You
could use something such as this to find a given person:
If Student.LastName = lastName AndAlso _
Student.FirstName = firstName Then ...
Imagine you need to search a CD-ROM or DVD, which has a phone book for the
United States. That’s 300 million entries. To find a person using linear search
would take, on average, 150 million reads from the CD! Actually they would be
read in blocks of 10 or more entries at a time, but even so this could take a very
long time. However, if the phone book was sorted, you don’t need to use linear
search. You can use a technique called binary search. In this method you start by
looking at the middle element. Suppose you are searching for ―Pollock, Wayne‖.
If the middle element is ―Smith, J.‖, then since the collection is sorted you know
that ―Pollock, Wayne‖ must be in the left half (if it is in there at all). with this
single read you have eliminated 150 million entries!
Repeat the procedure on the 150 million that are left, and in one more read from
the CD-Rom you will eliminate 75 million more. Every lookup reduces the list by
half. For an array of 300 million people, just 27 lookups are needed to find
someone (or confirm they aren’t in the array). The larger the array the more
dramatic the savings; for a list of 8 billion people you need just 33 lookups!
Of course it takes a long time to sort a large list in the first place. But for most lists
(such as for a phone book on a CD-ROM) you only need to do that once. If the list
changes often, or is small (less than a few hundred elements), there is no reason to
bother with sorting and using binary search. Using linear search in these cases is
just as efficient.
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Using Collections Instead of Arrays
Collections are similar to Arrays; they are objects that contain other objects. You
have used collections before, such as the ListBox.Items collection.
In many ways collections are more flexible than arrays in VB.net; you can insert or
remove elements from the collection, and some collections need not use integers
for the indexes. But arrays will almost always be smaller and more efficient than
collections such as List or ArrayList. Remember that resizing an array is very
slow!
The items in a ListBox’s collection can be initialized from an array. You can then
use the ListBox.SelectedIndex property as an index into that array.
Structures
A Structure is just a simple form of a Class. Classes are discussed next (chapter
12). Structure are used to group data items that refer to a single entity. You can
think of a structure object as a single database record. You define the name and
type of each property (called elements or members):
Structure Person
Dim LastName As String
Dim FirstName As String
Dim Birthday As Date
Dim PhoneNumbers() As String
...
End Structure
(Note you can’t define a structure or class inside a procedure.) Once defined, you
can declare variables and arrays to hold objects of the structure type. You use the
same ―dot‖ notation to refer to the elements of a structure as you use to refer to
members of a class (or any object):
Dim teacher As Person
teacher.LastName = "Piffl"
...
Note that if one of the elements of the structure is an array, you can’t specify the
dimensions when you define the structure! You must first create the object (in this
case, a Person object named teacher) and then use ―ReDim‖ to set the number of
elements of a member array:
Dim teacher As Person
ReDim teacher.PhoneNumbers(3)
teacher.PhoneNumbers(0) = "555-1234"
Using Arrays of Structures
Without using structures a technique called parallel arrays was used to hold
records of information. You would have a LastName array, a FirstName array, a
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StudentID array, and so on. the key idea is that the elements in all arrays with the
same index refer to the same record (in this case, a Person). To perform a linear
search for a Student with an ID of ―1234‖, you search the StudentID array, and use
the found index value in the other arrays to get the name.
It works better if all the data for a single entity (a person, a purchase order, etc.) is
contained in a single object such as a structure. Then you only need a single array
of Structures. (Imagine how tricky it can be to sort parallel arrays, or to delete a
record.)
The linear searching examples shown previously used an array of structures.
Multidimensional Arrays
Sometimes your data is organized as a table rather than a list. A table has rows and
columns. You can use a two dimensional array to hold the data for a table. Such
an array would need two indexes to identify a particular element. Consider an
array of students, organized as a seating chart for the classroom:
Tom
Curly
Robin

Dick
Blossom
Joker

Jane
Buttercup
Riddler

Moe
Bubbles
Penguin

Larry
Batman
Catwoman

Then the student ―Buttercup‖ would be in the second row and third column. You
could refer to this student as Student(1,2).
All computer languages (except FORTRAN) use the first index as the
row, and the second as the column. This is called row major order since
the computer stores the array row by row in memory.
VB.net arrays can have up to 32 dimensions, but most applications only call for 1
or 2 dimensional arrays.
The number of dimensions of an array is called its rank. (Arrays have a Rank
property that tells you the rank.
According to MSDN, the Rank property is zero-based. So a two
dimensional array would have the Array.Rank equal to 1. However
this appears to be an error in the documentation; a two dimensional array
will display Rank equal to 2, not 1! (for VB 2008, .net 3.5)
You can use GetLength(dimension) to determine the number of elements along
that dimension. For example, in the seating chart above,
SeatingChart.GetLength(0) would be 3 (the number of rows) and
SeatingChart.GetLength(1) would be 5 (the number of columns. GetUpperBound
works the same way.
You declare multi-dimensional arrays very much like single dimensional ones:
Dim arrayName(maxRowIndex, maxColumnIndex) As whatever
Dim arrayName(,) As whatever = _
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{

{list of first row items}, _
{list of second row items}, _
...

}
Notice how each item is a one dimensional array literal value. Note it would be an
error if any rows had a different number of items than the others.
Initializing, printing, and processing all elements in a two dimensional array uses
nested for loops. Here’s an example of printing a table:
For row As Integer = 0 To myArray.GetUpperBound(0)
For col As Integer = 0 To myArray.GetUpperBound(1)
Console.Write(myArray(row, col).ToString & ", ")
Next
Console.WriteLine()
Next
Notice how after each row is printed, a newline is started.
Using ―row‖ or ―r‖ and ―col‖ or ―c‖ for the index in the loops is common for two
dimensional arrays. For those and higher dimensions, it is common to use ―i‖, then
―j‖, then ―k‖, etc. (This dates back to the 1950s, since FORTRAN variable names
determined the type, and ―i‖ through ―n‖ were the only integers.)
Jagged Arrays
Jagged or ragged arrays are one dimensional array, but each element is an array
object. (They’re called jagged since each ―row‖ can have a different length.)
The following example declares an array variable to hold an array of arrays with
elements of the Double Data Type (Visual Basic). Each element of the array sales
is itself an array that represents a month. Each month array holds values for each
day in that month.
Dim
Dim
Dim
For

sales()() As Double = New Double(11)() {}
month As Integer
days As Integer
month = 0 To 11
days = DateTime.DaysInMonth(Year(Now), month + 1)
sales(month) = New Double(days - 1) {}
Next month
The New clause in the declaration of sales sets the array variable to a 12-element
array, each element of which is of type Double(), an array of Double elements. The
For loop then determines how many days are in each month this year (Year(Now)),
and sets the corresponding element of sales to a Double array of the appropriate
size.
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In the previous example, the jagged array saves seven elements (six in a leap year)
as compared to a two-dimensional array. In a more extreme case the memory
savings could be significant.
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Lecture 11 — Object-Orientated Programming (chapter 12 from textbook)
Classes and objects
A class is a description (or blueprint) of a bunch of similar objects. You can have a
class ―Windows Form‖, a class ―Student‖, a class ―Shopping Cart‖, a class ―Menu‖,
and so on. (See this guide for finding object from a problem statement.)
You can’t use a class directly, any more than a person can live in a blueprint of a
house. A person needs a house constructed from that blueprint. Likewise, an object
is an instance of a class constructed at runtime via a process called instantiation.
It’s the objects that are useful. Example:
Employee Wayne = new Employee();
This creates a new Employee object in the variable Wayne, from the Employee
class (blueprint). Of course you need to define the class Employee, but once you
do that, you can easily create as many Employee objects as needed. VB.net comes
with a large number of classes predefined for you, such as PrintDialog or
RadioButton.
The objects created from a class have properties and methods (a.k.a. members).
These are the objects’ data (or state) and behaviors. For example, every Employee
object has a name property, but each object will have a different value for that
name property. With some GUI application, every button is an object of the
Button class, every menu is an object of the Menu class, and so on. For example,
given an Employee object called Wayne, you could set its properties and invoke
it’s methods:
Wayne.Salary += 1000.00 ' I got a raise!
Integer daysLeft = Wayne.GetUnusedLeave()
Object methods in VB.net can also generate events you can respond to (or
ignore), such as Button_Clicked for a Button object.
Objects are usually software entities that stand for real-life objects, such as trees,
birds, employees, students, airplanes, etc. Sometimes they don’t stand for other
objects; a Button object just represents itself.
(A Structure is similar to a class, except they can’t have any methods.)
When programming, you create classes for all the types of objects your program
must deal with. For each class, you describe its properties and capabilities (or
behaviors).
When using the Visual Studio Designer, a .vb file is created. If you look
at it, you will see that it creates a new object for the form and for each
control you add to the form. Then the code sets the properties of those
objects. Without using VS Designer you could produce the same code,
only it would be tedious to write all those statements!
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[Bruce Eckel says:] ―All programming languages provide ―abstractions‖. Assembly
language provides an abstraction of the actual hardware. Some other languages such
as C, BASIC, and FORTRAN provide an abstraction of assembly language — A big
improvement on assembly language, but when using these languages you are forced
to think (―problem-solve‖) in terms of a computer and not in terms of the problem.
―The alternative is to use a language that provides abstractions from the problem you
are trying to solve. LISP (―everything is a list‖) and APL (―everything is a
computation‖), Forth (―everything is a function‖), PROLOG (―everything is a
decision tree‖), are all good solutions for a particular class of problem. But they fail
miserably on other types of problems. You’d be better off using C!
“An “object-oriented” language allows the programmer to represent whatever
elements one has from the problem space. The programmer can create new
abstractions as needed. This is done by defining new classes, then creating objects
from these abstractions. For example you can create a new class ―Patient‖ of a dental
office, and later make Patient objects, one per patient. For such an application you
might have many abstractions such as Dentist, Hygienist, Appointment,
Patient_History, RootCanal (and other procedures), etc.
When done defining your abstractions, the writing of a program is relatively simple;
you create variables of type Patient, and have methods (functions) to update the
patient history, send invoices, etc.‖
―A program is bunch of objects telling each other what to do.‖ —Alan Kay
Classes are reusable: One of biggest advantages of object-oriented
programming is that classes that you create for one application may be
reused in another application.
What if you’d like to do something (such as print out hello world) that isn’t logically
associated with any object? You can simply have a free procedure not part of any
class (but part of some module). Note in Java all methods must be members of some
class; there are no modules.
Object-oriented. Qu: what does that mean? Ans: the design of systems into
objects, each with state and behavior. The state of an object is the value of its
properties, while its behavior is defined by the object’s methods (functions).
VB.net supports this style of programming and design.
Here’s an example class (not a well-designed one, but simple):
Public Class Person
Public FirstName As String
Public LastName As String
Public Birthdate As Date
Public Address As String
Public Phone As String
Public Function GetAge()
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Dim age As TimeSpan = Date.Now - Birthdate
Return age.Days \ 365
End Function
End Class
Module Module1
Sub Main()
Dim p As Person = New Person()
p.FirstName = "Hymie"
p.LastName = "Piffl"
p.Birthdate = New Date(1978, 4, 1)
Console.Write(p.LastName & ", " & p.FirstName _
& " is ")
Console.WriteLine(p.GetAge() & " Years old.")
Console.ReadKey()
End Sub
End Module

Here we only created a single object of the new type ―Person‖, but of course you
could create many Person objects, and put them in separate variables, or a
collection such as an array or List.
The Me Reference
In the GetAge function, notice the reference to ―Birthdate‖. Such a reference
implicitly refers to the current object’s Birthdate property. On occasion it is useful
to be more explicit. in other cases, you need to pass a reference to the current
object as an argument to some other method (of another object).
VB uses the reserved object reference variable called Me to refer to the current
object. So in GetAge you could use ―Me.Birthdate‖ instead; it’s the exact same
result.
Abstraction and Encapsulation
Abstraction: the process of finding the essential (and relevant for the current
problem) methods (behaviors) and fields (properties) of classes. You abstract the
objects in the problem domain to decide what the classes should be; you can write
a verbal description and examine all the nouns.
Each class should be concerned with a single entity (person, thing, event). (For
example, for a new HCC registration system, what are the objects?) The reason is
to keep each class focused on a single concept (―separation of concerns‖).
A class is cohesive if its methods and properties relate to a single
abstraction.
Instance variables define the properties of objects. (Q: What does an object have
to ―know‖ or ―remember‖ between method calls?) They are called instance
variables since every object, or instance, has their own set of values for them. In
VB.net, these are called sometimes class variables instead. This is unfortunate
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since other languages use the term ―class variable‖ to refer to a variable that is
shared. (In VB you call those ―shared class variables‖.)
Encapsulation is putting related items in a single place, and then ―hiding‖ (making
―private‖) the implementation details. (Most properties are private.) By putting all
the data related to, say, a Button in one place, any problems with that Button mean
there is only one place in the program to look. It means the rest of the code can
ignore exactly how a Button works; all the rest of the code needs to know is what a
Button is for (its semantics) and what its public properties and methods are.
This data hiding is very useful! If you need to change the implementation at some
point, the rest of your code is unaffected.
Coupling is the amount classes are related to each other (that is, how
―spread out‖ your abstractions are). Proper encapsulation reduces
coupling.
The public methods define the object’s behavior, that is, what it can do. Usually
there are methods for reading and changing the values of the properties. (Having
public methods is better than having public properties, since that increases
coupling and lowers the encapsulation that is so desirable to decrease debugging
and maintenance costs.)
For example, suppose you decide one day to change some property from type long
to Decimal. If the property was public, you need to hunt down every use of that
property throughout the code and make the change. But if it is private instead,
only the methods of that same class can possibly be affected.
Now would be a good time to refresh your memory about namespaces and
assemblies.
Properties and Property Procedures
In VB you can define a property as a Private instance variable, and then provide
public get and/or set methods for it. But there is a better alternative that is another
example of encapsulation, using property procedures:
Private SalaryDecimal As Decimal
Public Property Salary() As Decimal
Get
Return SalaryDecimal 'or: Salary=SalaryDecimal
End Get
Set ( ByVal newSalary As Decimal )
if newSalary < 0.00 Then
newSalary = 0.00
End If
SalaryDecimal = newSalary
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End Set
End Property
The Get procedure is used whenever you try to read (access) the property, and the
Set procedure is used whenever you try to change (mutate) the property. Notice
that the name of the (public) property doesn’t need to be the same as the (private)
instance variable.
You can define read-only properties too. Use ―ReadOnly Property‖, and only
provide the Get procedure. Likewise, you can define a write-only procedure.
You can define either the get or (more commonly) the set method with a more
restrictive access level. For example you can leave the Get method as Public,
but have the Set method as Friend or Private.
Initialization of Objects: Constructors (and Destructors)
A constructor used to initialize the raw storage allocated for the object on the heap.
Constructors are called when an object is created with new. You can define
several overloaded constructors. These are all Sub procedures named ―New‖.
Having constructors that take arguments allows you to easily initialize private
properties of your objects. Such constructors can be called parameterized
constructors.
In contrast, a constructor that takes no arguments is often called a no-arg
constructor.
If you don’t define any constructors for you class, VB.net will create a
no-arg constructor for you. This is called the default constructor. Note
you don’t get a default constructor if you provide any of your own! This
is a common cause of errors: adding a new parameterized constructor and
forgetting to also add a no-arg constructor, no longer supplied by default.
A Destructor is a method that gets invoked automatically when your object gets
destroyed. It is used to ―clean up‖. For example you might need to close a file,
finish a database transaction, close open windows, terminate Internet connections,
etc. You don’t supply any arguments to the destructor method, which is named
Finalize().
You don’t need to invoke this method yourself; the CLR’s garbage collector will
invoke it, if present, just before reclaiming the memory used by the object.
Unlike constructors, classes do inherit destructors (and you can override them.)
(There may be a delay between disposing of an object and having its finalize
method invoked. VB 2005 and newer supports another type of destructor,
Dispose(), that is a bit more complex but releases all resources immediately.)
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While having constructors is common (in fact you always have at least
one), destructors are rarely needed.
Here is the Person class again, implemented using properties and constructors:
Public Class Person
Private FirstNameString As String
Private LastNameString As String
Private BirthdateDate As Date
Private AddressString As String
Private PhoneString As String
Sub New(ByVal first As String, ByVal last As String, _
ByVal bdate As Date)
FirstNameString = first
LastNameString = last
BirthdateDate = bdate
End Sub
Property FirstName() As String
Get
Return FirstNameString
End Get
Set(ByVal value As String)
FirstNameString = value
End Set
End Property
' Repeat for the other properties (e.g., PhoneString)
Public Overrides Function ToString() As String
Return LastNameString & ", " & FirstNameString
End Function
ReadOnly Property Age() As Integer
Get
Dim ts As TimeSpan = Date.Now - BirthdateDate
Return ts.Days \ 365
End Get
End Property
End Class
Module ObjectDemo
Sub Main()
Dim p As New Person("Hymie", "Piffl", _
New Date(1978, 4, 1))
Console.Write(p.ToString & " is " & p.Age _
& " years old.")
Console.ReadKey()
End Sub
End Module

Notice that while the class definition is longer, the use of the object has become
much simpler. By taking the time to carefully design and implement your classes,
the rest of your code becomes much faster to write, more readable, and easier to
debug.
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The benefits of OOP are realized only with large programs; the ―toy-sized‖
problems you get in a classroom setting are too simple to need OOP. But you
should keep in mind this is the most accepted style of programming in the real
world. (There are other styles, such as functional programming.) Note VB.net
2003 was the first VB version that supported OOP.
Shared Class Variables
Most of the time every object has its own set of properties. Every Person object
should have its own ―Name‖ property. This is what we call instance variables.
But there are times when it doesn’t make sense to keep a copy of a property per
object. One example is when you need to keep count of the objects of some class;
such a counter should be incremented every time a new object is created from that
class. Yet this wouldn’t work if the property count were instance variables. You
just want a single count. Another (similar) example is when creating (say) Student
objects. Every Student object has a property ID. Somewhere you need to keep
track of the next number available to use.
You could create a module to hold such variables, but that violates encapsulation.
(You want to keep these variables with the class.) The correct technique is to
define such variables as Shared. Such variables are not duplicated per object.
Here’s a simple example:
Class Student
Private Shared NextID As Integer = 1000
Private Idnum As Integer
Private NameString As String
Public ReadOnly Property ID()
Get
Return IDnum
End Get
End Property
Public ReadOnly Property Name()
Get
Return NameString
End Get
End Property
'Constructor:
Public Sub New(ByVal name As String)
Idnum = NextID
NextID += 1
NameString = name
End Sub
End Class
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Note that you can have Shared (class) variables, properties, and methods (both sub
procedures and functions). Shared members must be referenced using the class
name:
Student.NextID
Remember that to refer to instance members you must to an object. It doesn’t
make sense to say:
Dim s1 As Student = new Student("Mojo")
Dim s2 As Student = new Student("Fuzzy")
Console.WriteLine(Student.Name) ' What name?
To use a per object property you need an object, so ―s1.Name‖ is OK. This is the
same for per object methods.
ReadOnly versus Const
A class property can be declared either as Const or as ReadOnly, to define that
property as a constant. The difference is that a Const is implicitly Shared (even if
you don’t use the Shared keyword) and must be initialized when declared. On
the other hand, a ReadOnly property can be per instance (unless you use Shared
keyword) and may be initialized in a constructor.
Inheritance
Our programs up to now have used the techniques of abstraction and
encapsulation (example: Alarm and Smoke detector objects).
We’ve also used composition (where an object of one class contains objects of
other classes, such as a Person class containing objects of String or Date class).
This is the has-a relationship. (A horse has-a name.) (Has-a is a special case of
uses-a.)
One of the major cornerstones of the object-oriented method is the ability to relate
one class to another. This mechanism, known as inheritance allows you to define
one class in terms of another class.
Using inheritance you can extend a class by creating a new version of that class
with new stuff added. You only have to write code for the new stuff. Also you
don’t have to worry about breaking some program that was working, since the
additional class doesn’t affect the existing classes! Inheritance is the is-a
relationship. (A horse is-a mammal, uses-a stall.)
Inheritance provides a means to derive a new class based on an existing
class. The existing class is called a base class, superclass, or parent class.
The inherited class is called a subclass, derived class, or child class.
Examples: class Person and classes Student, Instructor, Administrator, Staff.
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Using inheritance, you can specialize an existing class to create a new class. This
is called extending a class. (Often when designing OO programs you go the other
way: you start off with lots of specialized classes, recognize they have something
in common, and abstract the common bits into a class that all the specialized
classes can extend. This process is called generalization.) The process of
specialization can continue, with one class specializing another, and a third class
specializing from there. (Design tip: Don’t have more than 3 levels!)
Mention UML (unified modeling language), which is a standard set of
GUI chart types and symbols used to show classes and their relationships,
and other things. (You can download a simple and free UML editor here.)
VS Designer allows you to add a class diagram (file.cd) and drag classes
and modules onto it from the solution explorer or toolbox. (Show for
Object Demo.)
Example: Lowery Park Zoo: Herbivores (Gazelles and goats) and Carnivores
(Lions, Tigers, and Snakes). Note: an animal taxonomist might have a different set
of classes. Also note that a third level Animal is likely, say with property location.
Example: Suppose you ran the fruit stand at a local market. You might sell
apples, pears, bananas, etc. In a VB program designed to keep track of all this, you
create classes for each type of fruit. Each type of fruit has a color, a weight, and a
price per pound. Any fruit object can be asked to describe itself. (The
describe() method of a fruit might print the message ―I am red and I weigh
.3 pounds.‖.) Any fruit can be asked to calculate its cost. (The cost() method of
a fruit might print the message ―I cost $1.20‖.)
After creating classes for the first few fruits you might notice they all have many
parts in common. You can generalize this common part into a class Fruit, and
then each fruit class such as Apple can extend from Fruit. The individual fruit
classes become much simpler and smaller!
So you have a class Fruit which represents fruit. All fruits have attributes (or
properties) of weight and color. All fruits can be asked to describe themselves (a
common behavior). However, there is no general method to compute the cost of a
fruit; this depends on the type of fruit. This Fruit class can be extended to create
a class Apple and a class Pear.
Here’s a simple illustration of inheritance:
Public Class Person
Private _Name As String
Public ReadOnly Property Name()
Get
Return _Name
End Get
End Property
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Public Sub New(ByVal name As String)
_Name = name
End Sub
End Class
Public Class Employee
Inherits Person
Private Shared NextID As Integer = 1000
Private _EmpID As Integer
Public ReadOnly Property EmpID()
Get
Return _EmpID
End Get
End Property
Public Sub New(ByVal name As String)
MyBase.New(name)
_EmpID = NextID
NextID += 1
End Sub
Public Overrides Function ToString() As String
Return Name & "
" & EmpID
End Function
End Class
Module InheritanceDemo
Sub Main()
Dim e1 As New Employee("Hymie")
Console.WriteLine(e1)
Console.ReadKey()
End Sub
End Module

Class Relationships
When one class inherits from another, the more general class is called the base
class or super class (or sometimes the parent class). The more specific class is
called the derived class, the sub class, the extended class (or sometimes the child
class). The terms super and sub class can be confusing, since the sub class has all
the methods and properties (instance variables) of the super class, plus more.
The derived class inherits all the methods and properties of the base class (except
for constructors), but can override any of these. (Even if over-ridden, the
properties and methods are still there.) It can also define new methods and
properties.
A derived class inherits all properties and methods of its base class, except
for constructors. However, only the public and protected (and Friend)
ones are accessible.
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It is important to realize that although you can reuse stuff from the base class, the
inherited methods and attributes are, by definition, part of the derived class; from
the outside, users of Apple objects can’t tell if it is using an inherited method or a
non-inherited one:
Apple a = new Apple("Green", 0.21);
a.describe();
// inherited or not?
a.cost();
// inherited or not?
Visual inheritance means creating a new Windows form based on an existing one.
Because of the is-a relationship, a variable declared to hold objects of the base
class and also hold objects of any child class:
Derived classes can only have a single parent in VB. Some languages (such as
C++) allow a derived class to inherit from multiple base classes.
Abstract Base Classes
There are times when it makes sense to generalize some similar classes, to put all
the common bits into a single base class. However it is often the case that the base
class doesn’t represent ―real‖ objects (e.g., the base class definition is like a partial
blueprint and is not complete on its own). In such a case you don’t want to
accidentally create any Base objects, only Derived ones. You can declare the Base
class as MustInherit:
Public MustInherit Class Base
...
End Class
A base class used strictly for inheritance is called an abstract class and cannot be
instantiated. The class should be declared as MustInherit.
Constructors and Inheritance
Note that constructors cannot be inherited. When creating a new child object, the
first thing done is to invoke the parent’s constructor. (Which invoked its parent’s
constructor, all the way up to the top, class Object’s constructor.)
Normally the no-arg constructor is invoked. However it is often useful to invoked
different parent class’ constructors from within the child constructor (since that
will initialize all the inherited properties). In VB you can invoke a specific
parent’s constructor from within the child constructor using:
MyBase.New(args)
(This must be the first statement in the child’s constructor.)
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Overriding, Overloading, and Polymorphism
Suppose you have a class Employee with a CalculatePay method. If you extend
this class with a Manager class, it too has a CalculatePay method. The problem is,
although a manager is-a employee, you don’t calculate their pay the same way. In
such situations, you want the Manager objects to have a different implementation
for their CalculatePay method than the inherited implementation.
Normally that would not be possible. Although you could provide another method,
say CalculateManagerPay, this breaks the is-a relationship and you can’t use code
such as:
For Each emp As Employee in employeesList ...
The answer is to override the inherited method. This means you provide a method
in the derived class with the exact same and parameter profile (i.e., the number,
order, and type of each parameter) as the method from the base class. (The name
plus parameter profile is called a method’s signature.)
Polymorphism allows different classes of objects in an inheritance hierarchy to
have similarly named methods that behave differently for that particular object.
(Show InheritanceDemo2.)
 To override a method from a base class, the original method must be declared
as Overridable or MustOverride, and the new method must use the Overrides
keyword.
 A method in the base class can be declared as NotOverridable. Shared and
Private methods are implicitly declared NotOverridable.
 You can declare a class as NotInheritable.
 Especially with an abstract base class, but in other cases too, you will find there
is no sensible implementation for some method that all the derived classes
should inherit and use. In such cases, you can define some methods in the base
class that must be overridden in the derived class. Methods that must be
overridden should be declared as MustOverride.
 Multitier Applications: Multitier applications separate program functions into a
Presentation tier (the user interface), Business tier (the logic of calculations and
validation), and Data tier (accessing stored data).
 A reference to a method is (very) rarely useful, but VB supports this using the
AddressOf keyword and such references are called delegates.
 A child class can access the methods and properties in the parent (that the child
got via inheritance) using the MyBase reference. This is useful when the child
overrides methods or shadows properties. This is also used in a child’s
constructor.
 You may wish to place a breakpoint on the line that creates the new object (it
contains the New keyword), then press the F8 key repeatedly to step through a
project as it runs.
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 A process called binding is when an object is assigned to an object variable. An
object is early bound when it is assigned to a variable declared to be of a
specific object type. Early binding allows the compiler to allocate memory
and perform other optimizations before an application executes.
 Late binding occurs when the compiler doesn’t try to determine the type of
some object assigned to a variable, until it is used (at runtime).
Partial classes
This means that your class definition can be split into multiple physical files.
During compile time the compiler simply groups all the various partial classes
together and treats them as a single class.
One of the benefits of partial classes is that it allows a clean separation of
business logic and the user interface (in particular the code that is generated by
the visual designer). Using partial classes, the UI code can be hidden from the
developer, who usually has no need or desire to access it anyway. VS puts your
code in foo.vb and the UI code in foo.Designer.vb. If you look, you’ll see the
Designer file is a partial class. Here’s an illustration:
'---File1.vb--Public Class Class1
Public Sub method1()
End Sub
End Class
'---File2.vb--Partial Public Class Class1
Public Sub method2()
End Sub
End Class
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Lecture 12 — Databases and VB.net
Database Overview
Nearly every real application will need to use persistent storage to remember data.
One way is to store data on disks as a set of files. With files, the program must
manage all aspects of the data: adding/reading/updating/deleting (CRUD). You
have no protection against two or more programs accessing the file at the same time
(which is okay if both are just reading the data, but a big problem if one or more
programs is trying to modify the data while others are also accessing it).
You must define someplace the format of the data and the files that hold it. And
every program that uses that data must be careful to only write data in the correct
format.
One way to simplify working with data is to only store it as plain, human readable
text. You can store records (bits of related data) on one line per record, or some
other format. You can use a delimiter to separate fields of data in a record. Another
type of text file is an XML file, discussed below.
Working with files is discussed in another chapter. Without using files, you can use
a data management server to maintain and protect your data for you. You just need
to send a message to the server to, say, ―fetch all the sales data from February‖ and it
finds and returns the requested data. It is up to the data management server to store
the data in one or more files, and control access so the data doesn’t get corrupted.
With a data management server, you don’t have to define the format of the data files;
just the types of each piece of data (e.g., the name is a string, the age is an integer,
the salary is a decimal, ...).
To retrieve data from a data management server (commonly just called a database),
you generally have to be running the server on your computer. Your program then
makes a connection to the server, stating the database to use, the user’s name and
password. Once you have made the connection, you can send queries and
commands to read and update the data. When done you close the connection.
It is also possible to use an embedded database with an application. This
doesn’t use any external server. Instead your program uses a special
control (a DLL) to access the database.
Relational Databases
An organized collection of data is called a database. A server that provides access
to one or more databases is called a database management system (or server), or
DBMS.
Often data is organized as sets of records with fields. These can be put into tables,
with one row per record and one column per field. The database is thus a collection
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of tables. Such a database is called relational. (Note there are other types of
databases popular too.)
To ensure every row in a relational database can be uniquely identified, each table
will have one (or a set of) columns known as the primary key.
Relational database management systems (RDBMS) use a standard (sort of)
language known as SQL which has statements to define the set of tables in a
database, the type of each column, and any constraints on the data (e.g., a column
―test score‖ must be between 0 and 100). This description is called a schema.
Another part of SQL is statements that add data to tables, search tables for data, etc.
The last part of SQL includes statements for granting access to various tables and
columns, to various users (access control).
XML
Text files are easy for humans to work with but harder for programs. You can use
XML text files instead, which use tags to delimit fields and records. Using XML
formatted data, you still must decide what tags to have, so you still need to define
the file formats. (That is, it isn’t sufficient to say ―my file is XML‖ anymore than
you can say ―my file is text‖.) Still, using XML has many advantages: the files can
be automatically validated for correctness, and there is standard controls for working
with XML so you don’t have to write all the low-level code yourself, for every
application (the way you must if you use plain old text files, or even non-text files).
With XML all the data is between opening and closing tags:
<name>Hymie</name>
In addition, tags can have attributes, which have the form name="value":
<person id="123">
<name>Hymie</name><phone>555-1234</phone>
</person>
Sometimes a tag has no data, in which case you can combine the open and closing
tags into a single tag:
<book isbn="1234567891234"/>
In addition to the data there are tags (at the top of the file) that say what version of
XML is used and what encoding is used (e.g. ―UTF-8‖). There can also be a tag that
provides a unique name for the schema of the data. Such names always are URIs
(but they don’t have to be URIs that work; they just names). The schema itself is
another document in one or another format (DTDs, XML schema, RelaxNG, ...). By
providing a link to the schema, an XML document can be automatically validated.
Data Sources: Using ADO.net
On any computer, various databases may be available, from Excel spreadsheets
and plain CSV text files, to an Oracle database. To use one regardless of source,
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you define the database as a data source. Programs can use data sources by name;
as long as the required database driver is available, the program doesn’t need to
care what the data source ultimately is.
For example, the exercise in the text uses RnrBooks, which is provided as an MS
SQL Express database. This format is handy since the whole database is contained
in a single ―.mdf‖ file, but you must have SQL Express or SQL server installed to
use such files. (All Windows versions come with the Jet/Access database installed,
and you can use ―.mdb‖ or ―.accdb‖ files without installing any extra stuff. You
get SQL Express when you installed Visual Studio/VB.net.)
To use a database in a VB.net project, add a DataGridView control to some form.
This control allows you to view some or all records in a DB, and view some or all
columns. The result is a table view of the data. This is useful when debugging or
administering data, but for most users there are other controls you can use as well.
The properties of the control include the data source and type, so the right driver
gets used. Select ―choose data source‖ from the properties (smart tags) and select
―add project data source‖. A project can have many data sources (one is typical
though), and these can be added to the project in other ways. (You can modify and
remove data sources too.)
Select ―DataBase‖ for the data source type, and click next. Then click on the
―New connection...‖ button. You should select ―Microsoft SQL Server Database
Files‖ for this chapter, and the ―.mdf‖ file for the data source. This process of
connecting the control to a data source is called binding.
Indeed you can bind a data source to TextBoxes, Lables, and many other
types of controls—these become known as bound controls. Also a given
project may use several different data sources. Use the show data sources
item from the ―Data‖ menu.
Now click the ―Test Connection‖ button to make sure VB can access the database.
If this works (and it should), click OK.
Notice the connection string. This is similar to a URL that defines the
driver to use, the DB to use, and any other information needed to connect
to the DBMS (e.g., username and password, but not for this example).
After clicking on next (to use your now defined DB connection), you will be asked
to copy the DB into the project. You should say yes. This will modify the
connection string automatically to refer to the new copy.
Now that you’re connected to the database, you select some set of the available
tables (or other schema objects if desired) to use in your program. The data in
those tables become the dataset. By default all the data in the table(s) are part of
the dataset. You can use queries to restrict the data in the dataset, to just those
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records that match the query. For now, just select the books table, and click on
finish.
The DataGridView control can be resized, have columns added (if available in the
dataset) or removed, and the columns can be reordered. However you can’t resize
columns by dragging; you need to click on ―Edit columns‖ (Smart tags).
Notice the extra invisible controls that were added to the form. The
BindingSource represents the DB connection. The TableAdapter
translates between SQL and VB.net controls. The DataSet represents the
data including any constraints and the type (e.g., XML data).
When you run the program, the DataGridView control will automatically fetch all
the data in the dataset.
More commonly, you will have the user select a single record to view. This can be
done by using a list or ComboBox, bound to the primary key. When the user
selects one key from the list, the other bound controls will update to show that
record’s data. This is often referred to as a (record) detail view.
Create a new Window’s Form project, and use the ―Data‖ menu to add a new data
source to the project. This works exactly the same way as described above. In the
Data sources window pane select ―Details‖ for Books table.
Now for the ―magic‖: Drag the Books data source to your form. This will add a
toolbar and a label plus textbox or checkbox for every attribute! You can now edit
the controls, adjust the width and remove the Text property from the checkbox
(since it already has a label).
Notice you have five invisible controls added. The two new ones are the
TableAdapterManager and the BindingNavigator.
Using LINQ
Language Integrated Query (LINQ) allows you to ask questions (queries) of a
dataset. If the data source were a relational database connected via some RDBMS
you could just use SQL for the queries. Using LINQ it doesn’t matter what kind of
data source is used—the query doesn’t change. The result of the query can be used
as a data source for bound controls. Here’s an example using LINQ:
Dim myQuery = From AnItem In Process.GetProcesses _
Select Anitem.ProcessName, AnItem.Threads.Count
ProcessesDataGridView.DataSource = myQuery.ToList()
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Lecture 13 — Using files
Overview
zzz
Dim data As String = "hello"
My.Computer.FileSystem.WriteAll(filename, data, appendBoolean)
data = My.Computer.FileSystem.ReadAll(filename)
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